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• Meredith Experiences Increased Tension
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Meredith Remains Silent
On Next Semester Plans

Negro Senator
Takes Office
In Georgia

1E

MRS ( RTRUDE BOSTIC

lit 90, Mrs. Bostic
Recalls Bygone Days

•

15c
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Leroy
ATLANTA, Ga. —
Johnson, the first Negro State
Senator here since Reconstruction Days, was installed when
he Georgia House and Senate
opened legislature session here,
Monday, Jan. 14.
COMING TO YOUR DOOR ou Saturday, Jan.
With Johnson taking office, 19, to participate in the annual TAP's Tag Day
the galleries to both Georgia for the National Foundation, along with bun•
Houses w e re desegregated. deeds of others, still be the young people seen
Forty demonstrators were ar- after making plans for the war against criprested in February 1962 for pling people seen after making plans for the
protesting this segregation dur- war against crippling diseases. Seated front
ing several days of sit-ins.
left are Shirley Clements, Eike Reese, Patricia Sinclair, Jamie Simelton James Kin.
raids', Charles Bynum, director of nitergroup
Relations for the National Foundation, who
came Isere to meet with group; unidentified

$15,500 Raised
In Local Drive
For College Fund

Will James H. Meredith remain at the University of
Mississippi after semester examinations are over?
That question was not answered when Meredith was
in Memphis for a brief visit
last Saturday.
Atty. A. W. Willis, who has
youth: Carolyn Dukes, Bertha Puryear, Ardis
tVard, Mrs. H. O. Venson and Barbara Swift. handled some legal work for
itanding, same order, are Denise Price, the 29-year-old Air Force vetderson, Hannah Caviness, Freddie Criss, Di- eran, said Meredith did not
Eleanor Banks, Carolyn Broome, Thomas Hen. inake a statement as to what
sue Price, Carolyn Brown, Norma Taylor, he would do.
News reports from the cam'Amine Latham, Dorothy Johnson, Bobby
Davidson, Naomi Gates, Sherry Jones, Lewis pus at Oxford last week inMince, Phoebe Weaver, Fredda Boone, Mar- dicated that Meredith did not
vin Bledsoe, Dorothy Graham, Mrs. Marietta plan to remain at the school
changes are
Brinkley, Dan II. Hancock, Jr., and Panicle unless some
brought about there to insure
Venson. (Withers Photo)
a more conducive atmosphere
for learning.
Meredith has not issued a
, public statement about what
specific changes will have to
be made before he will continue.
IN HIS NAME

Deltas Will Observe
Golden Anniversary
At Party On Saturday

What would have happened
to the Negro's chances of becoming permanently in the
big leagues if Jackie had stopped when the pressure was
almost unbearable?"
Others say: "Yes, but Jackie
Robinson did not have to remain on the playing field but
a limited number of hours
before he could retire to safety, whereas Meredith is in
hostile territory 24 hours a
day. A man can take only so
much."
"Whatever the final decision," Atty. Willis said. "it
will come from Meredith himself. But we are hoping that
changes will be made which
will enable him to remain
there."

Fort Smith, Ark
Desegregates
ating Counters

A total of $15,500 was raised
•
Among those Memphians said, "I worked for a Mrs. C. In the Memphis area for the
whose parents related to them Pinch, an artist, whose studio United Negro College Fund, acwhat the Emancipation Procla- was located on Main Street cording to Frank J. Lewis,
mation meant when it was and was across the street from principal of Grant School and
made public about the intelsigned by President Abraham where the old Brys' depart- chairman of t h e campaign
lectual atmosphere at Oxford,
Lincoln, is Mrs. Gertrude Bos- ment store now stands."
which ended last week. In a
segregationist-minded students E,4
Mrs. Bostic said her parents closing talk, Lewis thanked
tic of 696 Concord St.
have intensified the war of
Born the child of former were originally from Nash- volunteer workers and contribnerves in an effort to drive
slaves, Mrs. Bostic observed ville, but came to Memphis utors for helping to make the
the Negro student away.
FORT SMITH, Ark. — First
affiliates.
other
and
chapganizations
her 90th birthday on Christmas!while the family was following drive a success.
The Memphis Alumnae
After returning to the cam- project of the CORE group
observthe
of
highlight
A
and as a native Memphian, she the Union Army. Her mother Lewis said: "We are especialter of Delta Sigma Theta sorpus last Sunday evening, one formed here last September
is a "walking volume of his- tbld her that her grandfather ly happy to note an increase in
ority will observe the fiftieth ance will be the tape and film of the tires on his car was was to desegregate the local
Kennedy
F.
John
President
of
tory," having watched the city continued on to Vicksburg with gifts from Universal Life Inanniversary of the organization
stashed and the radio antenna lunch counters. By mid-Jangrow and progress to its pres- the Union forces and died in surance Co., the Co-Ettes, city
during a party to be held in the delivering the Founders' Day broken.
uary the lunch counters of
Howof
campus
the
on
speech
Inthe Battle of Vicksburg.
ent stature.'
and county school teachers and
auditorium of Atlanta Life
Persons close to the student Woolworth's, Kress's and McWashington,
in
University
day,
ard
Satin
the
Bostic
on
Mrs.
recalls that
surance company
An ardent civic worker, Mrs. the Pre-Alumni Club of Lehave discounted rumors that Crony's were serving everyfirst school she attended was Bostic has belonged to the City Moyne."
Jan. 19, from 6 to 8 p.m. for D. C., on Saturday, Jan. 12.
he was planning to return to body, regardless of color.
orobthe Winchester school at Front Beautiful club for 36 years and Funds raised for UNCF here
the
at
Greek-letter
speaker
Principal
members of
Jackson State college at Jack- The change was accomplishWM. I '111.1.1 II
-- servance this Saturday for the son, Miss., on the strength
d Winchester st. From there has been a member of the YW- and throughout the nation aid
ed through a series of negoe was transferred to Auction CA for 20 years.
32 aeCredited private college,
that he rented an apartment tiations with 'a .coinffilttee apschool and then to Grant Miring World War it. she and UtiVertifiee, The national
near the campus for his wife pointed by the mayor. Regischool, where she completed
goal for 1962 was SI million,
and had a telephone installed nald Watson, chairman of Fort
See RECALLS, Page 2
eighth grade.
LeMovne College's share
in his name.
the
Smith CORE, headed
"My first teacher," she rewa
year
last
from the fund
"That's no indication he is group's negotiating team. COcalled during an interview,
neeely t40 000.
leaving Ole Miss," one said. RE National c h a i r ma n
"was Miss Annie Wright. She
The local campaign started
"Ile pays his wife's bills and Charles Oldham and CORE
E. The National Republican
William
Congressman
later married Mr. Bob Church." sr
"arty in November and continhas always had the telephone
Field Secretary Mary HamilParty's increasing interest in
Rethe
of
chairman
SUPPORTED FAMILY
Miller,
7.
Jan
through
lied
I
and the apartment in his
1 1000
ton participated at various
publican National Committee, the South, and particularly in
Although she liked school.
name."
dramatically
is
stages.
Mrs. Bostic dropped out after
is scheduled to address a din- Memphis,
How does the Negro manner meeting in Memphis Sun- demonstrated by the fact that
she finished eighth grade. be.
the
about
in-the-street
feel
make
cause she was the sole supportl Whittier A. Sengstacke, genday, January 17, at the Pea- Chairman Miller, will
possible withdrawal of Merehis first Southern appearance
of her sick mother and a sister. eral manager f theT . State To
body Hotel at 7:30 P.M.
dith from the school that
at this dinner sponsored by
"From the time that I was'Defender, announces that part
brought about Federal interThe Walker Avenue School
the Republican Party and the
nirie, up until I became 18," she ' of the first place prize for the PTA is scheduled to hold a
vention before he could be
Republican Association.
enrolled?
winner of the "Miss Mid- meeting Thursday, Jan 17 at
nation's
the
of
one
Miller,
Some feel that he should
South" contest, which is cur- 3:30 p.m. in the school audileading conservatives, visited MISS MAGGIE McDOWELL remain at the school at all The Memphis Urban Leagt.....
rently b-ing sponsored by this torium. The meeting will feahas made plans to "emphasize
with Republican leaders in
costs, including his life.
newspaper, will be an all- ture a demonstration on the
the tragedies of school dropyear's
last
to
prior
Mrs.
be
Memphis
will
chapter
Memphis
should
he
Chicago,
to
that
trip
say
Others
exoense-paid
importance of Safety in the . Six new directors and eight
and at that Beulah Williams, principal of never have given any indica- outs" by conducting a countyIll.. to nartie;nate in the fa- Community. It will be present- hold-over directors have been political campaign
student-parent workshop.
interest
intense
showed
time
arid
school,
Elementary
Hanley
Parade
Billiken"
that the day-to-day har- wire
"Bud
under
tion
mous
grade,
ed by the sixth
ATLANTA, Ga.—The excel'
nominated to the Board of
announces Mrs. Grace N. HorRepublithe
of
sorority.
future
the
of
the
in
member
a
effect
any
Lintaking
was
a6sment
and
Gloria
Mrs.
direction of
Picnic.
fly committee of the Student
the Better Business Bureau can Conservative movement
ner of the League.
upon him.
violent Coordinating Corn- One of the largest annual sey.
Of Memphis, Inc., J. L. Boren, in the South. Since then he PANEL SPEAKERS
been set
is
Parades
in
it
school
world,
the
at
the
Forthcoming
1•
to
ee voted on Dec 30
Sr., immediate past president has publicly stated his grow- Local golden anniversary "He should be just like The workshop has
begin "Operation U," a mas- viewed by more than one-half is the annual Tea, set for Sun- of the BBS, and Chairman of
for January will Jackie Robinson was when he for Friday, Jan. 25 at Mitchell
celebrations
day. Feb. 24. Mrs. Sylvia C. the Nominating Committee, ing interest in southern Re- be climaxed with the appear- became the first Negro to Road High School, starting at
sive Southwide campaign to million peonle.
publicanism which is demonincrease employment opportu- I "Miss Mid -South" will be Poweil and Mrs. Faye Davis announced.
ance of four members on the play in organized basiebal.l. 8 p.m.
strated by his appearance in "Brown America Speaks" pannities for Negroes in utilities introduced to the world famous are chairmen.
Names for three years terms Memphis.
In the recent membership to fill vacancies on the 33systems—telephone, telegram, celebrities who participate in
el over Radio Station WDIA
Millsaps Fitzhugh, county on Sunday, Jan. 20, at 4:30
the parade. She will dine at drive held by the PTA, the man Board of Directors were:
water, gas, and light.
Charles McDe w, SNCC one of Chicago's most famous sixth grade class of Mrs. Ber- Jerome L. Caldwell, general chairman, and Lewis R. Don7 p.m.
Chairman said today: "With- restaurants, go on sight-seeing nice Harris won the prize for manager, Levy's
Specialty elson III, president of the The national celebration of
t equal job opportunities excursions and participate in the largest membership. Mrs. stores, Inc.; J. Lester Crain, Republican association, have 50 years of continuous com* all races, equality and other exciting events wi th Daleria Fifter is the president. vice president, Humkko Divi- jointly expressed their great munity service by Delta Sigma
Moran dignity can hardly be other well known persons tak- Charles J. Patterson, Jr. is the sion, National. Dairy Products pleasure in having Chairman
See DELTAS, Page 2
peincipal.
ing nart in the parade.
achieved."
corp.; A. L. Huddleston, vice Miller as the guest speaker
both
this
They
for
occasion..
NaPlanters
president, Union
Peabody Hotional bank; Jefferies Mann, feel that the appearance of ballroom of the
illustrates tel. Tickets and reservations
assistant vice president, Holi- Chairman Miller
the confidence for $5 per person are available
day Inns of America, and dramatically
party has by calling Mrs. Frank A.
Charles L. Piplar, vice pres- that the national
of Republican Jones, Special Events Chairident, Marx & Bensdorf, Inc. in the cause
man, at Republican Headin the South.
W. Percy McDonald, Jr., of conservatism
The dinner will be in the quarters, phone, 2727452.
First Federal Savings & Loan
Association was nominated for
a one year term.
Hold-over directors nominated for new 3 year terms
were: Tom Malone, S. C. Tool
& Co.; Ray Morton, Memphis
Light Ges & Water Division;
Charles Safley, S & W Oil co.;
Myron W. Smith, Hill-Smith
Systems: Charles R. Wood,
Southern Bell Telephone Company, and Harry Woodbury,
Archer & Woodbury, Inc. Nominated for ape year terms were
incumbents Walter Chamberlain-Rork Electronics, Inc., and
George V. Morse, Jr,, BBB
General Manager.
Ballots will be mailed to all
members in good standing in
the near future, and the relocations—and a free 6 month deposit serv- sults will be announced at the
NEWLY vvEns RECEIVE VISIT FROM
the
to
visit
their
given
be
on
will
them
ice
Clyde
WELCOME WAGON: Mr. and Mrs.
coming Annual Meeting of the
bank; House of Chrome, a yard stick; Alice's Bureau on Jan. 17. Other memVenson, 519 Simpson St., Apt. 2 were happily
Beauty Shop, a night cap; Hart's Bread, a bers of the Nominating Comsurprised when they became the recipients of
delicious loaf of Hart's Tender Mix Bread; mittee, besides Boren, ale past
the find Welcome Wagon visit from Negro
The Tri-State Defender, a six month sub- President< Carl Carson. Lester
agents. Above, the newly weds are receiving
Rodgers Tennis Center, 1123 Jeff-son aye Fairgrounds
AUBUDON PARK golf course was desegregated on New
scription to the paper: Wooten's super F. Gingold• Jack G. Scharff,
gifts from Mrs. R. Q. Venson. the first Negro
amusement park, and Bellevue piayground. The long range
and Myron W. Smith.
Year's Day. First to play on the course after the dropping
Memorial
measuring
Galilee
a
cup:
Market,
Welcome
by
Memphis
agent to be hired In
Nominees are unopposed for, of the color bar were the above five, well known Memphis
desegregation plan was initiated after Federal Judge Marion
Gardens, a book marker; there were also maWagon. The bride is from New Iberia, La. she
the vacancies, hence nominaS.
Mrs.
Johnson,
Boyd had ordered the Memphis Park Commit:Won to
TarHelen
Cathleen
Mrs.
Ileft-right)
golfers
terial from Heart Association and March of tion, as in the past, is conwas delighted with her gifts from MEMPHIS
tion of public parks and recreaa plan for de
submit
and
Pyles
FlorMrs.
Althea
Mrs.
Wolfe,
Lillian
Mrs.
Om
Dimes. Mrs. 'Yemen holds a B. S. Degree from
HAIL BOND AGENCY. (Robert Wright, Ownsidered tantamount to electional facilities here in Memphis after a delayed legal hassle
ence M. Scott. These same five golfers were among the first
Her
La.
Rouge,
Raton
Southern
university,
HAYES
H.
T.
pen;
point
ball
coming
the
beautiful
for
a
Officers
tion.
r)
ted
which reached the Sixth Circuit Court in Cincinnati. (Staff
20 Negroes to play at Pine Hill when It was d
husband. a Deputy Sheriff with Sheriff M. A. year will be elected by the
SONS. a beautiful dust pan: UNION
1962. The name day. River View and T.Q. Photos by Ernest Withers)
first
the
of
day
uniSouthern
of
Annual
graduate
a
also
is
Hinds
with
eltv
the
following
the
Board
of
PLANTERS RANK. a map
Fuller golf courses were also desegregated as well the John
Meeting.
versity.
special listings of their 77 services and bank

Ik

Contest Winners
G T Ch.
Reveals Manager \Walker School PTA

National Republican Chairman '
To Address Local Party Group

Meet Thursday

Starts Oneration
For Job Opportunity

6 New Members
Nominated To BBB

I

To Study trop-Outs'
At County-Wide Meet

*

Coming Feb. 9th

In Your
NEW TRI•STATE DEFENDER
A Commemorative Emancipation
Centennial Edition
Arrange Now For Copies Of
This Edition
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Recalls •
(Continued From Page 1
served as a hostess for the US
and served refreshments to soldiers going through the L&N
Station here.
She worked for the "March
of Dimes" for five years and
was given a citation and #pin
for her services when she retired. At one time she was secretary to the women's brianch
of the Knights of Pythiast
Mrs. Bostic joined Pilgrim
Rest Baptist church in 1893 and
in May of that year joiriegt a
long procession to Wolf aSser,
where she was baptized batthe
late Rev. Herbert Merriiith.
She started teaching Stilt-lay
school in 1906 and now at First
Baptist where she is still active and is teacher emeritai
She also sings with the choirlir.
FIRST CLUB
She recalls that her first club
was the Ruth circle organized
by Mrs. Wright Moore in the
early part of the century. A
Mrs. Irwin, whose husband
was a doctor, was its first
nreaident. The club was orgenized. she said, to entertain
Mary Church Terrell.
At First Baptist Church.
Chelsea. whece she is a member, Mrs. Bostic was president
of the Missionary Society for
eight years and planned its
first Vacation Bible School.
Presently. Mrs. Rnstic irthe
oldest member of First Baptist
Chelsea.
A widow. she W As married to
Ranelell Destie. an oxornee4An.
in 1920. He died 10 years elter
the marriage.

Mr. and Mrs. Willie Aldridge, Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt MaAT E. H. CRUMP HOSPITAL
IAIV
1657 Kansas, Apt. 1. boy, Willie lone, 610 Mississippi; girl, Mary
Doc. 16.
Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Rich- Mayes.
mond, 1851 Keltner, Apt. 6; Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Jordan, Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Lane,
2101 Hubert; girl. Jackie Faye. 1936 Kansas; boy, Terry.
--boy, Prentis Lenard.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thom- Jan. 9.
.1.39ec. 17.
e-- Mr.
; and Mrs. Andrew Con- as, Jr., 3063 Crystal; girl, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Jackson,
1971 Perry; boy, Danny.
Sheila
Marie.
Pillow;
girl, Ruby
-4ner, 1437
Mr. and Mrs. Prince A.
Dec. 30.
...Andrea.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Farmer, White, 1592 Fields; girl, MariDec. 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lamp. 2674 Midland; boy, Anthony lyn Irene.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Wilkin, 1392 S. Wellington; boy, Dwayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Mat- liams, 3027 Tillman cote: girl,
Joseph Lamar, Jr.
lox, 1625 Kansas, Apt. 4; girl, Norma Jean.
Doc. 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Walls,
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Ma- Patrice LaSell.
bry, 1885 Keltner el., Apt. 1; At JOHN GASTON HOSPITAL 1343 Kentucky; boy, Willie
Lavoi.
Jan. 5.
boy, James Franklin.
Mr. and Mrs. Will H. Wright, Mr. and Mrs. Isador L. WashDog. 20.
ington, 265 Kirk; boy, Isador
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bowen, 1811 Castex; boy, Kenneth.
506 E Trigg; boy, Harold Lee. Mr. and Mrs. Tommy H. Lamont.
•
Mr. and Mrs. John Fizer, Jr., Carter, 1401 Florida; girl, Shir- Mr. and Mrs. Lindon Q. McClendon; girl, 445 Dixie; girl.
1234 Effie rd.; girl, Ella Mae. ey Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Reed, 499 Marilyn Ruth.
Doc. 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Collins, Georgia; boy. Shernard Verzal. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J.
.. 926 N. Claybrook; boy, Ronald Mr. and Mrs. Otis G. Young, Mathes. 291 Decatur; boy,
Oliver Dewayne.
504 Lucy; girl, Loretta.
: Keith. .
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Dand- Mr. and Mrs. Earl Harlow, Jan. 10.
ridge, 1433 Cameron; boy, Jon- 292 N. Manassas; girl, Lillette Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hollomon,
1356 Doris; boy, Calvin Jerome.
Janine.
athan Craig.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearson Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hines, Jan. 6.
Ellen Lane; boy, Percy.
1518
- 1243 Mississippi; boy, James Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Taylor.
772 Hazelwood; boy, Michael Mr. and Mrs. Julius P
Edward Jr.
Thompson, 1589 Marjorie, boy.
Anthony.
• Dec- 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Car- Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. West- Sidney Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin L. Coster, 762 Castle; boy, Clarence brook, 2537 Perry; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph B. Myers, ton. 947 Delmar; boy, Darryl
Norwood II.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallios Sten- 267 Richmond; girl. Stephanie Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Zleorgr R. Hurt,
hens, 1832 Keltner cl., Apt. 2; Michelle.
boy, Torrance Torran.
Mr. and Mrs. Cordell L. 286 Bullington; gfrl, Sheila Ra'Johnson. 1372 Florida; girl, chelle.
Doc. 23.
Mr. and Mrs. James H. HolloMr. and Mrs. Tommie Todd. Margaret Elizabeth.Mr. and Mrs. Bennie L way. 1428 Fairview; a girl.
30E9 Crystal; girl. Earnestine.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Tarner,IYoung. 601 George; boy, Ben- Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cleaves,
949 LeMovne dr.; girl, Bridg:1530 Dottie; girl, Sherry Lynn.;nie Louis Jr.
ette Michelle.
' Mr. and Mrs. Marion Walker,lian- 7.
431-G Vance; boy, Charles Al- Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Ayers,
(Continued From Page 1
len.
276 S. Parkway; girl, Toni An- 226 S. Lauderdale; twins: boy,
Davie; girl. Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Alsay Archi- nette.
Theta Sorority, Inc.. began
bald, 1215 Mississippi. Apt. 3; Mr. and Mrs. Sam Franklin. Mr. and Mrs. Lester B. Flemlast Saturday at Howard unii2.27 W. Person; boy, Dexter on. 1362 Mississippi; girl, Gloria
boy. Alsay Jefferson.
tional officers a rt d visiting
Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. Ossia Hines Von.
versify, when founders, na.2.151 Zanone; boy. Stephen Ray. Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Sim- Mr. and Mrs. 011ie C. Holt,
members arrived for the proDec. 24.
[moos 580 S. Lauderdale; boy. 115 Hickory; a boy.
gram featurine the President
Mr. and Mrs. John Nash. 1840
Mr. and Mrs. Billy MeCoti. Dwight.
•
same order, are Ruby Jean Bell, Jacquelyn Swift, Hilda of the United States.
QUEEN AND CONTESTANTS for the pageant held reNo S. Lauderdale; boy, Bill,y
Mr. and Mrs Alfon70 M,11 Blair Hunt dr.; boy. Cedric.
following
the
seen
church
Grove
Holman, Beverly Williams, Jacquelyn Austin, Vera Merritt, Honored duriag the program
are
Baptist
at
Oak
cently
and
Mrs. John E. San2835 Carries; girl, Arlene El- Mr.
Wanda Faye Parker, Delores Gibson and Josephine Ham- were ten of the 22 women who
ders, 210 Ingle; girl, Gail Ja- program. Seated from left are Carrie Brown, Gloria Holmes,
Mr and Mr.. Carl Rethelford zora.
mond.
Clark.
Each girl was sponsored by an organization of the founded the sorority in 1931
Gwendolyn
Williams,
alternate:
Herdestine
eecond
•
1210 Tunica, Apt. B; girl, Carol ' Mr. and Mrs. Tommie L. nine.
and which now includes 272
Jan.
11.
alternate;
first
church.
Ballard,
"queen";
(Withers Photo)
Ida
I who was crowned
_Caron
Hale. 613 Exehange; girl, Nai
rhapters in the United States.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Clarence
'dnlvn.
Doe. 25.
E. Corine Guy, Bernice Miller and Louise Green. Standing,
Haiti and Africa With a memMr and Mr. No sbi Aletn ! Mr and Mrs Vernon Stovall King, 1480 Patton; boy, Clarbership of more than 32,000
Mushaun.
ence
724 Ayers; girl, Rebecca Car- -989 Neptune; a boy.
college women.
rot
Mr. and Mrs. William F.
GOING TO ALBANY
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones Glenn. 2141 Goff; girl, Darline T):1d1 ridaX29 41Wilietrllbo .
Miss Maggie McDowell, "naLouis
Bernard.
•
1869 Blair Hunt dr.; girl. Carol Delnres.
tional officer and director of
Gay.
and
And Miss Herdestine Wil- were honored at a reception the Southern Region, will fly
Mr;
Mra; James A. AlThe young people of Oakl Miss Ballard's Parents are
Dc. 28.
len. 1125 Capital; boy. Marcel
Grove Baptist church present--;Mr. and Mrs. Steve Ballard barns and Paul Cunningham:given in the home of Mr. and this weekend to Albany.
MISS MID SOUTH
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Holmes, LaVoi.
ed their annual Christmas Pa- I1 and Miss Williams the daugh- Miss Gwendolyn Clark and Mrs. George Monger of 1579 where she will speak at Alb
14R3 Brookins; boy. Harvey L. Mr. and Mrs. Perdice Smith CONTESTANT STANDINGS geant at the church on Sun- ter of Mrs. Mary Williams.
Roy Cleveland; Miss Bernice Hanauer.
State college AR guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Reedy Thomas. 1179 Severson; girl. Sheryl Shirley Purnell
585 day night, Dec. 30.
Each contestant wae spon- Miller and Presley Cummings; Members of the Program Deta Rho and Albany Alumnae
244 Vance; boy. Randy Bernard. T.ynn
Essie B. McSwine
390
sored by one of the various Miss Josephine Hammond and Committee were Mrs. Fannie chanter.
Miss Gwendolyn Clark, a
D.C. 27.
Jan. 8.
Earlie Mae Biles ...
300
organizations of the church. Donald Sykes; Miss Ruby Jean M. Clark. chairman; Mrs. Er- Mrs. Osborne is president of
junior
High
at
School
Carver
Mr. and Mrs. Chester B. Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Shirley Smith
130
Presentations were made by Bell and Thurman Parker, Jr.; nestine Clark, Mrs. Anna L. the local Delta almunao chapCade, Jr., 490 E. Waldorf; girl, Bortters, 399 Vance; girl. Del- Patricia Terrell
65 and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Miss Shirley Hill, a freshman Miss Carrie Brown and Robert Martin, Mrs. Azzie Lee Pratch- ter, and Dr. Jeanne Noble of
crowned
Clark,
Robert
was
C.
Cheryl Lynn.
irie Michelle.
Patricia Cummings .
. 50
New York City is national
at Memphis State University, Harris; Miss Ida Ballard and em and Mrs. Rath Parker.
Mr. and Mrs. John MeRee. I Mr. and Mrs. James W. Marlon Green
25 "queen" of the Pageant.
Mrs. Johnella Atkins W86 president.
and Harold Ford, a senior at William Harper; Miss Lorine
Miss Ida Mae Ballard, an
688 Boston; girl, Elizabeth.
Themes. 2253.Stnvall: a girl. Carolyn Hollingsworth
20
Guy and Robert Caldwell and organist, and Rev. J. E. Clark,
Geeter High school.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin E. Har- Norma J. Taylor .
Doc. 28.
5 eighth grade student at Car- GIRLS AND ESCORTS
Miss Louise Green and Claud- pastor or the chnrch.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cham- ris. 1890 Hearst; boy, Calvin Earnestine McGhee
50 ver, was first alternate and
Contestants and their „ es- ie Clemmons.
pion, 1541 Guasco; girl. Charita Eueene Jr.
Miss Herdestine Williams, a
Sandra White .
Members of the Christmas
corts were: Miss Jacquelyn
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie L.
Kaye.
freshman there, was second
Swift and Calvin Taylor. Jr.; Pageant cast were Myrtle
Doe. 21.
alternate.
Bolden. 1380 Rayner; a boy.
Hammond,
Everlena
Miss Gloria Holmes and James Holt,
I OXFORD, Miss. -(UPI- Clark, Jr.; Miss Wanda Faye Christy Clarke, Susie Thomas,
Sidna Brower, editor of the
Parker and Charles Monger; Bobbie Spencer, Patricia WilUniversity
of
Mississippi
Miss Delores Gibson and Lar- kins, Allen Jones, Larry Sales, GEORGETOWN, Britisn campus
newspaper, received a
ry Sales; Miss Vera Merritt Cathy Holt, Jr., Robert Perry, Guiana -(UPI) - Five iron letter
notifying her of her
!and Rozelle Owens; Miss Jac- Jr., Leo Hart, Robert Clark, lungs from the United States nomination for
a Pulitzer
quelyn Austin and Zeb Hill, Jr., Presley Cummings, James were flown in here to combat Prize in
journalism.
Jr.; Miss Beverly Williams Clark, Jr., and Donald Sykes. an outlook of poliomelitis
Miss Brower said the letter
that has taken 16 lives so far.
and Allen Jones and Miss Hil- ALL HONORED
They arrived aboard an air- was signed by John Hohenda Holman and Robert Perry, Following the program, the
"queen" and all participants liner chartered by the U. S. berg, secretary of Columbia
Jr.
government and brought to University, and invited her
eight the number of iron submit an exhibit of her et
.
lungs loaned to British .Gui- to the committee before
ana in response to a request 1.
The 21-year-old editor of
for help from the health min"the Mississippian," a native
istry here.
of Memphis, Tenn., became a
A ministry spokesman said controversial
figure for her
180
persons
were
hospitalized editorials on the integretion
FACTORY AUTHORIZED - Call Us On All Your
with polio throughout this crisis stemming
from thtii'
o
adSmall and Large Appliances
colony and that 59 others have mission of James
H. Me
th
,
been treated and released.
to "Ole Miss."
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Queen Crowned During Oak Grove's Pageant
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Iron Lungs Flown
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NEWSBOYS'! OLD AND NEW
HERE'S A NEW CONTEST FOR YOU

BEGINS NOW, ENDS MARCH 31st,
SELL ALL YOU CAN BETWEEN
THESE TWO DATES OR BURST

HOLLAND APPLIANCE
SERVICE 726zi.t8-:12c1E

WIN MONEY FOR SPRING!
WHAT A GREAT THING!

1st PRIZE
2nd PRIZE
3rd PRIZE
4th PRIZE

AND FOR THE FIVE AFTER THESE.FOUR
A PRIZE OF $2 EACH
WILL BE LEFT AT YOUR DOOR
A new Easter Contest for Tri-State Defender Newsboys....Win Cash Prizes
by selling more papers between January 19th. and March 31st. Winners
will be announced and prizes awarded April 6th, 1963.
lit Prize $25.00....2nd Prize $15.00....3rd Prize$10.00....
4th Prize $5.00..-and for the five runner ups $2.00 each.
9 CASH PRIZES IN ALL
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED PROMPTLY
Winners will be selected from the nine boys
selling the greatest number of papers above
weekly quota at the end of March 1963.
A picture of the First and Second prize winners and Their families will mear In the TRISTATE DEFENDER following the presentation.

NOTICE OF SALE

$25 KAZOOS
$15 SMACKEROOS
$10 ALAKAZAMS
$5 DOUBLE WAMS

Pictures of. the Third and Fourth Prize winners will also be published.

Quality Work and
Service Go Hand
In Hand At

OUR WORK IS
GUARANTEED

'h DAISY

HOLLAND
APPLIANCE CO.
STARTS SATURDAY!
JANUARY 19ONE BIG WEEK!

How did they ever make a movie of

LOLITA
IA MIA[ST011610 poperty
nocaNeA 0.1% WAN PATS P110811C8016
sec a seas-

LOLITA
,,..JAMES MASON SHELLEY WINTERS
PETER SELLERS

Names of the 5 Runner Ups will appear.
Earn extra money for EASTER.

M

Contest open to current and future newsboys.
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111)RiZgigT
ascope.
mernoCotoe,
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UTEN ROT

You who are here in after named hereby notified
that'
the time for payment on the storage charges secured PiP
lien upon your property has expired after due
noticel:
thereof have been given you or attempted given you
"In your name in the ACE MOVERS & STORAGE WA
HOUSE AT 1260 & N. Hollywood, Memphis, Tenn. Sa
property will be sold to the highest and best hidde.• 81
12 O'Clock noon on Monday, January 28, 1963 and continuing from day to day If necessary until all the goods
are sold or until all of our said storage lieA claims are
satisfied.
Tne names of the respective individuals here notified to.
gether with a description of their respective lots of furniture, household goods, etc., following to wit:
The following accounts have been notified at their last.
known aadress of foreclosure on said lots.
Lot No. 1842-Mr. Jerry Elliott-Box 148 B Route I Waterloo S. C. 1 folding table I dining room table & 6 chairs-,
ore. shair-I book case and 1 stool chair and all personal
belorzings
Lot No. 1686-Otis Butler in care of Farriss Sinclair Stall+
961 t: Parkway S. City.
1 gas refrigerator, 1 complete bed, 1 pair coil springs
coffee table, 1 end table, occ. chair, GI can and all personal belongings
Lot No. 1849-1 vone Kendricks-755 Pendleton-City
Set complete twin beds, complete bed room suite, couch
and 21r. chair coffee table, dining room table & 4 chairs
buffet, occ. table washing machine, electric fan and ad
personal belongings.
Lot No, 1430-Mr. Louis J. Mitchell 1110 S Dixie Highway
Pompane Beach, Fla.
Complete bed room suite, metal dinet table & 3 enairs
baby crib & baby chair, 1 tv, small table, large sign and
all personal belongings.
Lot No. 1636-William Houston-I428 Austin, City Gas Stove,
kitchen cabinet, wood dining room table and I chair, 1
refrig., 1 complete bed room suite, hand lawn mower, 2
mattresses, coffee table, piece marble and all personal
belongings.
ACE MOVERS & STORAGE
1260 N. HOLLYWOOD
GL 2.1213

101,
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THOSE TWO TEACHERS, TALKING ABOUT how the
should have had more respect divorcing wife sprung a surfor their pupils and principal prise on her husband during
than to loudly discuss their their divorce case. She subpersonal differences in the poenaed to court persons her
school corridor, last week.
husband thought were his
BRAVO! TO THE MEM- friends to testify on her bePHIS Pan-Hellenic Council for half. He has not been seen
its plans to single out a on the streets since. And they
"Greek" to honor. It is a bad were such a lovely couple for
city whenever there is not about 10 or 11 years.
anybody worthy of honoring
WE WELCOME TO TOWN
And it is a bad group o the new executive secretary
citizens whenever they fail to at the Abe Scharff Branch
honor a worthy person.
YMCA, Melvin Thomas from
JAMES MEREDITH has a our sister state, Mississippi.
lot of people holding their We hope he is accorded corbreath . . . they don't want diality that is befitting a
him to flunk out.
stranger who comes within
PEOPLE
ARE
STILL our gates.
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UNIVERSAL HONORS SEVEN — H. A. Gilliam, sr., second vice president and director
of agencies for Universal Life Insurance
company, was the host at the firm to seven
employees of the home office staff who completed a total of 135 years of service, and
among them was B. G. Olive, Jr., first vice
president and secretary. Seated, from left,
are Mrs. Wesley, 10 years; Mrs. Mamie Smith,
15 yettiz: H.
Caldwell, 20 years; Mrs. Elois

Washington, 10 years, and Miss Naomi Gordon, 35 years, who was presented a diamond studded gold pin. Standing, same order. are
Olive, who was also given gold pin. 30 years.
Mrs. Mary Jackson, 20 years, and Gilliam.
luncheon host. A prize for correctly guessing
the total number of years represented there
was given to Mrs. Smith. Tied for second
prise were Mrs. Washington and Miss Gordon.
(Hooks Bros. Photo)

MT. PISG AH NEWS

SENDING CALENDARS to the thousands who have requested the 1963 Souvenir Calendar of the Emancipation
Proclamation Centennial offered by Supreme Life Insurance
Company of America is a big Job for Mrs. Naurice E. Gant,
left, and Mrs. Katherine IL Marshall, secretary to the
public relations director. Here they are shown processing
one delivery of requests. Because of numerous orders and
limited number of calendars, requests are being filled on
a "first come, first serve" basis.
ployed as a teller at the Tri
State Bank, received her past
o Be Honored at grand
daughter ruler of the
Elks during the 1962 annual
national Elks convention held
in Detroit, Mich. She joined
Plans are being made by the above temple in
1944,
the Anna S. Church Temple and went on to
become
No. 695 of the local Daughter daughter ruler.
Elks to honor Mrs. LaBlanche
Presently she is a state
Jackson at a testimonial banquet, set for Sunday, Jan. district deputy of the lodge,
20, at 6:30 p.m., in the Uni- state treasurer and works in
versal cafeteria, 480 Linden the lodge's educational deAve., announces Mrs. Irma
partment.
Stidhum, daughter ruler of
Mrs. Jackson lives at 309
the Temple.
Mrs. Jackson, who is em- Hernando St.

T
Testimonial

By WILLIE MAE JOHNSON lltr hobbies are writing,
dancing and collecting photos.
& BARBARA ANN FINLEY
After graduation she plans to
Hello, this is Willie Mae attend an undecided college,
and Barbara letting you in but her ambition is to be a.
on the latest happenings doctor.
around
the
Greater
Mt. January 11, the Mt. Pisgah
Eagles, "A" Team defeated
Pisgah High.
Geeter's "A" Team 75-63 and
Stepping into the spotlight the "B" Team was defeated
is Ernestine Stewart, president
41-40 in favor of Geeter.
of the sophomore class, daughDid You Know That:
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Moses
Joyce Moore has her eye
Stewart of 6952 Stout Geron V.M.?
mantown, Tennessee.
Colodia is still a member
She is a member of the of the B.B.B. Club?
New Bethel Baptist church.
Four juniors are calling
In the church she is a mem- themselves the Cheese/ober
STROZIER'S DRUG STORE
By ROSIE TABOR AND complexions.
A model automobile he en- ber of the Sunday school and Girl. If you want to know,
Peggy Brown should send tered in the 1962 model car publicity chairman of the jun- ask J.A.H.
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
MYRTLE RANKIN
Amos Miller home before she competition of the Fisher Body ior choir.
As Quiet as it's kept: ClinBy HENRY E. SIMMONS
2192 Chelsea Ave.
BR 6-2588
Back again for another week leaves the campus in the aft- Craftsman's Guild, has won for Around the campus. she is ton Presscott goes to the Library almost every day on
WILBERFORCE, 0. — of exciting happenings around ernoon becouse Gloria Denton Charles E. Earle, a Manassas
thinks he's nice.
High school student a check a member of the Library club,1 the sixth period.
Central State college, is one the Big H.
of nine schools selected by the SEMESTER EXAMS
Joyce WaJton and Theodore for $25 and honorable men- N.H.A., Gracious Ladies, treas-1 Leon still has his eye on
State Department to under- Last week we left three Anderson are an ideal couple. tion.
urer of the Science club and! ANNIE T.
take the development of 1964 pointers on how to study. Well, James Arthur can't seem to
The certificate and check reporter for Mrs. Mat Hunt I Peggie Jones still likes Altrack prospects for the Olym- here are three points on how realize
valuable
property were presented to him re- 10-4 Homeroom.
ton Ivy.
pics for nations which have to take a test.
when a salesman tries to sell cently by Louis B. Hobson,
A certain girl is thinking
not the coaching talent or
1. Remember to put your[ it to him. Dorothy James will principal of the school, at an
about putting C.H. out of buscompetition to bring their name on the test.
be a true girl until Frankie assembly program. The Guild's
I ess.
COLD
own athletes to their peaks. 2. Remember to try and an- returns.
award was made in recognition
Central State is the only pre- swer all the questions you're
666 gives extra-fast decongestant action because it's
of
his
skill
and
industry
as
WHYIII
dominately Negro college in,positive of, first.
demonstrated with the model
liquid, no waiting to dissolve. Keeps you' regular" too.
1.
Andrew
Matlock,
why
is
the group selected.
3. Think before answering,
he entered.
it that you don't seem to want
sibly reach. It. gentle laxative soThere are 5 major symptoms of a
" The selection of the Ohio every question.
Earle said he would build
ick
tior keeps you "regular" during
, d•cghei nera:i , .fever,
a certain young lady and laslc . coindit:i pasttuifloinnesas,,
sophoint,
college
was
undoubtedly1 THE WAY WE HEAR IT
Gordon,
James
another model to enter in the
this critical time. The unexcelled
based upon the fact that the There are many things go- sie to get together? I'm sure 1963 competition and try to at LeMoyne and star def. n•ffectiveness of 666 has bees
Ifinaling." 666, the time-tested and
df legin
.
fmntortu
hre
,
eno
al
college's cinder men have lost] ing on that haven't been re- he young lad knows what benefit from knowledge gaine
,
t
.
fights
all
5.
proven to thousands of users.
Ilgella
cI
.
t
e
siseid
,
ric
proven
medicine,
cold
sive man on the college's basWhen you have • cold. take
'No "one-ingredient" product can
only one dual meet in thej vealed to the public. Well, he's doing. Remember, he's a ed on his first try.
With en stamina newiXncifir fii'n'n'n1:
boy,
now.
big
666,and see what real relief can be
ketball team, returned to Lou- called LANACANE.Ibis feet•scting, stain• do this. 666 was made especially
last three years. They hold the'we spied on a few and this is
A senior, he is the son of
Satisfaction guaranteed ...
hilt-terra tor colds ...and only for coins. It
like.
harmful
2.
Carole
Jones
hasn't
put
a
I,,,
resdi,sted
creme
kale
isville, Ky. on the weekend
All-Ohio title, the Mid-West- the way we see it. Earnestine
or your money back. At all drug
Mr. and Mrs. George Earle
really works'
ern Athletic Association title, Benmon seems to think there's new fellow under her power.
his
funeral
of
the
counters, only 490. If you prefer
of 1074 Tully. He belongs to to attend
speeds healing. Don't gullet Another minute, , Tle. fast deecongestent action of
and the Ohio AAU title.
nothing between Larry Dai- 3. Earnest Batten and Maudtablets, take 666 cold tablets...
who died Friday morn- Gat LANACANI3 today at all dins stoics. i 666 works through the blood
father
Gospel
Temple
Baptist
church
same fast relief. Coeveneset
stream ... reaching places where
In addition, Central State's ley and Laura Wyley. Well, ette Brownlee are not togeth- where he is an active worker. ing. Services were held Moneconomical, tea.
sews droos and sprays can't posross country • team has cap- you're right, Dorothy ' Lewis er.
An artist, he won a certifi.
week.
tured the NCAA national title has the power where Larry 4. Joyce Rankin and James cate during a national con- day of this
McBride are not talking.
twice in the past three years Dailey is concerned.
test held three years ago.
—1960 and 1962. They did not Archie Scruggs should be a
5. Rubystein Boykins and
comedian
after
furthering
his
Sherman Hilton are tight.
compete for the title in 1961!
education.
A.Arer a
6. Charles Ingram and Wil- Public Relations Parley
.
Athletes from Africa, Asia
Doris Woods keeps Theodore lie Ann Johnson se4 things
and Latin America will spend
Picket busy.
eye to eye.
CIIARLOTTE, N.C. — The
100 days in this country startsixth annual College Public
Elice Reese and Joey Wil- TOPS ON CAMPUS
ing Feb. 23, as guests of the liams have someihing in comRelations Institute will be held
Jackie Young, James Car
nine colleges.
mon and it's not their smooth penter, Joyce Walton, Rober at Johnson C. Smith University January 18-19.
Wells, Lora Greene, Rober
Approximately 50 public
Davis, Eddie Howard, Lee
Ann Cooper, Yvonne Porter, relations officers and or news
directors
of the predominateL. M. Carroll, Cheryl Tucker,
Virginia Harris, Preston Pey ly Negro institutions are expected to attend the two- day
ton, Elice Reese, Bill Cun- institute designed for the purningham, Matthew Dandridge, pose of discussing mutual
Rufus Coleman, Julie Saville. problems in the area of public

Central State
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FIRST FOR 1963 — Little Nina Carol. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Bryant of 1312 S. Lauderdale, Apt: II. was
the first baby born in Memphis during 1963 and checked
1.
in shortly after midnight on New Year's eve at E. H. Crump
hospital weighing five pounds and 14 ounces. Shown here
t
;10 with her mother, Nina Carol was the recipient of many
rifts, and will receive a birthday cake for life from a local
t

t
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With beautiful illustrations of famous
Negroes of yesterday and today.
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SUPREME LIFE'S
1965 CALENDAR
A 16 page 4-color souvenir of the

•
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Available Now!

ORIOLE DRUGS

For

FAST, FREE, CITY WIDE
1014

MISSISSIPPI

DELIVERY ON PRESCRIPTIONS. DRUGS,
AND SUNDRY NOTIONS
WM 8-9255
Phones: WH 2-1721

WE PICK UP AND DELIVER ANYWHERE
IN THE CITY
• SHIRT'S
.DAMP WASH
• FLUFF DRY

"WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN OUR FIELD"

A worthwhile, decorative piece to grace the wall of your
home or business with the same pride you would extend'
to a fine painting. And useful too, with its informative
excerpts on the history of the figures illustrated. Supreme
Life is so proud to have produced such a work of art I
that we wish to share it with you. Send for yours;free, no
obligation. Just fill out the coupon and mail. Hurry, this
offer is limited to present supply.
.

ILIFIEleF LIFE IOStIltelICE CO. Sr EMEIIICA,1 I Dept .1W S Parker.. Mew* al. in.
0011161.111.:

Please .end e

he* 1963 Souvenir Calendar
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Local Religious Group
Plans Special Prayer
For 3 Sentenced To Die

Award
Won By Designer of
LeMoyno's Library 411

SA

Architecture

The First Honor Award in
Architecture, offered by the
Gulf States Region of the
American Institute of Architects at its 12th annual conference, was won by GassnerNathan-Browne of Memphis
for the design of LeMoyne
College's newly erected library building.
The ultra-modern building
was opened Jan. 3 and will
be dedicated during the spring
after the placing of a mosaic
mural by Ben Shahn, one of
America's foremost contemporary artists. A huge skylight will illuminate the work.
The building was erected at
a cost of $253,000.

is.

The Baha'is of Memphis Baha'is of Morocco. Roger
plan to hold a special prayer Baldwin, chairman of the
meeting for three of their co- League, has urged
"I am come that they might behavior when we are watchthe Interhave life and have life more ed and when we are on our
religionists in Nador. Morocown that should inspire them
aburelantlyl"
co who were recently sentenc- national Commission of Jurists
,
to the highest that is in them.
KEEP IN TUNE
ed to death. Five others were to send an observer to the
This lonely shepherd — out
sentenced to life imprison- Supreme hearing."
A lonely shepherd stood on
the hills of Palestine watching there surrounded by darkness,
ment and another faces a 15- "The only 'crime' of the
year prison term at hard labor.
over his flock of sheep. While engulfed by enemies, and filled
The meeting will take place imprisoned Baha'is in Morocthe broadcasting hours were with fears needed something
active he listened to his radio to ward off the long dreary
at the Baha'i Center, 1352 co was to practice their faith,
while he watched for enemies hours. There are men today
Madison ave. on the evening and this should not be conof Friday, Jan. 18.
of the sheep. But there came who are alcholics, dope-fiends
sidered a crime in this day,"
"The condemned men," Mrs. Mrs. Myers said.
a time when the radio went and the like trying to weed
John Myers, chairman of the
off the air and he had to spend off life — they need someone
Baha'i local spiritual assembother means of entertaining to sound their "A" in their
Mrs.
right
are
row,
left
to
On
back
the
group.
The
—
FELLOWSHIP
ly said, "were to be executed
himself during the long hours. lives and give them new MINISTERS' WIVES
BROWN'S Berber Shop
Grafton;
Mrs.
W.
T.
hostess;
Brunson,
their
M.
and
Ministers' Wives Fellowship Group
on Dec. 26; but they are still
He thought about playing his meaning.
Mrs. Roe; Mrs. Mildred P. Davis, Mrs. H. alive."
husbands enjoying festivities are seen from
violin. But there was the prob- NEEDED HERE
COMPLETE BARBER SERVICE
Years ago One looking over left to right (front row): Mrs. A. J. Campbell,
Robinson, Mrs. J. Agnew, Rev. and Mrs. J. W. "Fortunately, the Morroccan
lem of keeping his violin in
1140
Firestone
Ave.
JA 5-4551
Wyms, Mrs. D. Bonds, Mrs. J. W. West, Mn. Supreme Court decided to retune. Suddenly he hit upon the the field of desolation and Rev. C. Mims, Rev. William Burr, Rev. D.
idea of writing to the radio desecration told them about Bonds and Mrs. William Barr, president of
S. Greer and Mrs C. Mims.
examine the case against the
station and telling the an- Him," I am come that they
condemned men," Mrs. Myers
nouncer of his plight and in- might have life and have it
said. "The hearing is now
Rev. Willie F. Pride, a Baptist Minister, who has lately arformed him that it would more abundantly!" That was
slated for some time late in
rived in she city is available for a permanent position as
greatly help him if each night His mission here. Each one of
January."
•
Pastor of a Church. Now residing at 7028 Alma St., Rev.
before signing off to strike us should think of life in terms
"The trial of the nine BaWillie., a former M•mphion hoe been living in New Orleans,
"A" on his piano that he might of a mission. This idea does
ha'is
received
world-wide
critBrother Luke Maurelius,
Lout stone for 15 years has returned to make his horn, in M•rnnot carry with it that we should
tune his violin.
icism,"
Mrs.
Myers
added.
chairman of the English dephis. He was the Pastor of the Little Rock Bapt. Church
This is not some isolated go to Africa, China, or Japan
partment at Christian Broth- "The French newspaper LE
and Pleasant Hill Eigpt. Church, a Member of Masonic Mason
case in our world — count- but it does say to us that we
the
trial
'inMONDE
called
ers college,spoke Friday
Lodge No. 66, All•o, Louisiana. if. organized the Eastern
less numbers of men are out should "brighten the corner The Memphis Baptist Pas- troduced this year. Rev. S. B.
morning at LeMoyne college quisition in Morocco' and the
Star in Louisiana and is a Member of the N.A.A.C.P.. H. is
of tune. They realize that they where we are!"
tors Alliance is sponsoring the Kyles will head a committee discussing "The Existential Nador court 'the witches Jf
a graduate of Mosassas High School in Memphis, the Brewsare out of tune with the best Oh today countless ftumbers fifth annual Baptist Internaresponsible for providing ex- Correlative of 20th Century Nador.'"
ter Baptist Seminary and the Louisiona Baptist Seminary.
that the world has to offer. of people are on the very verge tional Tea on Sunday afterDrama." He was the second "The International League
Now a Member of the bellevue Bapt. Church. R•0. Curtis
They are sitting quietly by of breaking beneath the load noon, Jan. 20, at Owen College hibitors from local business
speaker scheduled for a se- for the Rights of Man also
Price, Pastor,
275-0091
waiting for someone to strike of mental, emotional, and phy- for the benefit of that institu- firms for the booth spaces
available in the lobby of. the ries of lectures by LeMoyne's has reacted to the great in"A" that they might get in sical strain. Someone needs to tton.
justice inflicted against the
be on the sidelines so strong Beautifully decorated tea College's Administration build- English department.
tie.
But the man or the woman themselves that they can speak tables will be placed in the ing.
who strikes "A" must have to the hearts of these weary dining hall, social rooms and THE CHURCHES
something upon which to pro- travellers and give their lives gymnasium and a musical pro- The local Baptist churches
duce it. This has been his- importance — an importance gram featuring outstanding tal- co-operating in this annual eftorically true. Countless num- that heretofore they have ent from the participating fort are: Antioch, Springhill,
bers of potentially good men never known,
churches will be held in the Bethlehem, Beula h, Bloomhave fallen upon the piles of Today someone needs to Roger Williams Hall auditori- field, Cane Creek, Castalia,
Central (Bartlett), Cummings
moral. spiritual, intellectual. come down not from heaven um.
' and cultural debris because no but from their high moral and
A new feature has been in- Street, Emmanuel, Eastern Star,
Early Grove, Ebenezer, First
one sounded "A" in their spiritual pedestal and touch
(Chelsea). First (East), First
presence that they might get the lives of those who are
(Lauderdale), First (Magnolia),
in tune with the higher and weaker than themselve
Someone needs to open the,
better things of life.
First (Beale), Friendship (Klondyke), Friendship (Gold), and
if we have mission here on eyes of the blind and touch!
• •
Greater First.
this earth it is to set in tune the hearts of the mean. Only
the lives of those about us. to the extent that we see thi
Also Greater Middle, Greater
This is dynamically true these as our mission will our lives'
Mt. Moriah (Florida), Greater
elgys. In the last two weeks ever be what they should
Mt. Zion, Greater Whitestone,
onr community has lost two Today the world needs strong
be.'
Greater St. Matthews, Greater
persons we could ill-afford to men and women who have not! ,
Gospel Temple,
The
he Baha'is of Memphis will New Salem.
lose at these trying hour — bowed to Baal themselves.
e,
hold their annual observance Hopewell, Hunter Avenu
Mrs. Willa McWilliams Walk- needs men who have their
Lane Avenue, Lake Grove, Lit.
of World Religion Day on
er .and Mrs. Lucy Campbell perspectives right first themSunday, Jan. 20 at 3:30 at the tle Rock, Mt. Moriah (Orleans),
selVes and are now in a posiWilliams.
Mt. Moriah (Orange Mound),
Baha'i Center, 1352 Madison
Both of these noble women tion to give meaning and diaccording to Mrs. Macedonia (Griggs). Macedonia
Avenue,
have sounded their "A"s and rection to the lives of those
(Terry Road). Metropolitan,
John Myers, Chairman of the
touched and moulded the lives about them.
'Monumental, Morning View,
Baha'i Assembly.
Memphis
Someone must step out on
of countless numbers of people
'Mt. Lebanon. Mt. Nebo. Mt.
Miss Betty Woodward of
by their having sojourned on the threshold of life today in
will discuss the top- Vernon, Mt. Zion. Mt. Pisgah,
Memphis
this earth. But it is not left the midst of all the confusion
New Bethel and New
Unity in Re- New Era,
for the them alone to sound and adversities and give mean- ic "Discovering
of the Friendship.
slides
and
show
ligion"
their "A" that other lives ing to all the lives they touch.
And New Hope, New Salem,
might get in tune. It is some- Each one of us must sound an world religions.
World Religion Day was es- New Bethel (Stovall), Oak
thing that each of us should "A" that will penetrate the
National Grove, Olive 1, Progressive,
do daily that men as they ob- darkness and give meaning to tablished by the
Spiritual Assembly of the Ba- Promise Land, Pleasant Green,
serve our walk, our talk, our life.
ha'is of the United States in Rock. of Ages, Springd ale.
1949 to gain public recogni- Salem-Gilfield, Shiloh (Court
John
tion as the motivating force St.), Shiloh (Utah). St.
for world peace in a. society (Douglas), St. John (Vance), St.
Matthews
now hovering on the brink Jude, St. Luke, St.
(Wicks), St. Paul, St. Stephen.
of nuclear war.
Paul
Baha'is believe that the St. John (Deadrick), St.
.Mrs. Katie 'Ruth Harmon. Among those who became
(Douglas). Tabernacle, Union,
world's
all
the
foundations
of
widow of the late Rev. Earl closely associated with him in
no,
'Union Valley, Vollentin
Harmon. founder of Youth for the program were young peo- religions are essentially the
Whitestone (Parkway), Zion
must
they
and
that
same,
Christ, with headquarters at ple who became nurses, teachHill, and Tree of Life.
145 Beale, has succeeded her ers, radio personalities and eventually come together in
Tickets for the tea may be
faith.
world
one
all-embracing
husband as director of the or- others in outstanding posiBaha'is now reside in every obtained at the cooperating
ganization.
tions.
churches or at the college.
The organization, founded
Mrs. Harmon has been with part of the world, having eson Dec. 2, 1946, is being sup- Youth for Christ since it was tablished more than 9,000 cenported by businesses and other founded. She lives at 1346 ters in 257 countries represented by 56 national and refirms in the city.
Chadwick cl.
gional Assemblies.
Rev. Harmon died in Chicago on Dec. 21 and services for
him were held at the Greater
Benefit Supper Held
Jack Sprat Labels are I
St. John Baptist church. He
A spaghetti dinner for the
R081.
was buried in that city.
worth 4 cent each to
benefit of the Community,
Having a "burden for youth.'
Temple Day Care center at
he established Youth For,•
your church., civic group
1084 E. McLemore was given
Christ at the YMCA and began.
on Tuesday night, and a new
visiting schoolg and churches,
or charitable organization.
car was to be given away as
in an effort to attract young
a prize.
.people to his interdenominaMail
or bring to Air-Press
The dinner was given on
tional program.
"Family Night."
Advertising Agency,
He began a radio program
on which youth could display
2071 Union
their talent.
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Where Prices are Right
Clerks Polite!
Where You're Always
Among Friends!

Widow To Continue Youth
Work Started By Rev. Harmon

NEED
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Scholarship For
Miss A.C. Hanson
A scholarship fund in memory of Miss Alma C. Hanson
has been started at LeMoyne
College with $300 contributed
by several of her friends, it
was announced this week by
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president
of. the college.
Other persons desiring to
give to the fund should mail
checks directly to the college.
Miss Hanson's entire estate, valued at approximately
ll prsivide aid to
113,300,
needy students at LeMoyne,
'resident Price said.
She was at LeMoyne more
than 40 years, serving the
college as treasurer and later
As superintendent of grounds.
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From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE
REV. EARLE HARMON
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
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JACK SPRAT'S
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OF FINE FOODS! 7 k

INC.
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MISS LeMOYNE AND HER COURT — Highlighting the
colorful Coronation Ball at LeMoyne College was the appearance of Miss LeMoyne and her royal court on the stage of
Bruce Hall. Left to right: Dorothy Jear Jones (Alpha Phi
Alpha sweetheart); Geraldine Gray (Omea Psi Phi sweet-

heart(, Louvenia Clayton (Alpha Kappa Alpha queen), Mattine Robinson (Sigma Gamma Rho queen), Queen Esther
Turnipseed (Miss NEA), Beverly Allen (Miss Freshman),
Willie Ruth Northfleet (Miss Junior), Ruth Helen Jones

(Second Alternate), Alice Johnson (Miss LeMoyne(. Elsie
Lewis (Outgoing Miss LeMoynel, Ava Quintelia Addison
(First Alternate), Iola Walton (Miss Senior), Sadie Louise
Hollowell (Miss UNCF), Freddie Ray (Miss Sophomore),

DeWittress Robinson (Zeta Phi Beta queen). Santa Patton
(Delta Sigma Theta queen), Lucinda Campbell (Phi Beta
Sigma sweetheart) and Alfreda Wooten (Kappa Alpha Psi
sweetheart).
. UMW

Miss LeMoyne Is
Crowned At
Ball
• Coronation

on.

CROWNING MISS LeMOYNE — Elsie A.
Lewis, the outgoing Miss LeMoyne and a
,funior of 1911 Hayes, had the honor of
crowning the new Miss LeMoyne, Alice Johnson, a Junior of 192 Honduras Drive. The redhaired Miss Johnson, who comes from a fami-

ly of LeMoynites and school teachers, will
"represent the college in Detroit the first week
of June when the LeMoyne Club of the Motor
City stages its annual Cabarama at one of the
city's largest nightclubs.

CLASS QUEENS AT THE BALL — Adding
color and glamour to the Coronation Ball
are LeMoyne's four class queens. Left to
ht: Beverly Allen (Miss Freshman), Freddie Ray (Miss Sophomore), Willie Ruth

Northfleet (Miss Junior) and Iola Walton
(Miss Senior). Class queens, sorority queens.
fraternity sweethearts, Miss NEA and Miss
UNCF participated in the colorful ball. —
(All photos by Hooks Bros.)

ALTERNATES WITH MISS LeMOINE — Alice Johnson (Miss LeMoyne)
gives off with a charming smile as she occupies her regal throne surrounded
by the two runnersup. Ruth Helen Jones, left (second alternate), and Ava
Quintelia Addison. right (first alternate). Six coeds vied for the coveted

title. Three were eliminated by off-campus judges and Miss LeMoyne was
selected from the three finalists by a studentwide vote. Contestants must bo
single, ladylike and excel in the classroom and campus activity.

HANDSOME ESCORTS AT THE BALI, — Gentlemen escorting the ladies at
LeMoyne's annual Coronation Ball were, left to right: Joseph Campbell,
Charlie Booker. Alois Berra, Thomas Saulsberry, Robert Williams, Mack John-

son, William James, Steve Taylor. Bernard Liimundson. Woodrow Miller, Curtis Carter, Robert Bullock. Jeff Brown. l01.11.1 Holmes, Curtis Mitchell. Floyd
Weakley and (laude Farmer. )Hooks Bros. Photos.)
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Remain At We Miss—Despite Obstacles
James Meredith, the first known
Negro to attend classes at the University of Mississippi, has strongly
indicated that he is entertaining the
notion of withdrawing from the university the second semester.
Where we readily understand the
agony Mr. Meredith has suffered since
his enrollment at the University last
Sept. 30 amid rioting injuring of
hundreds and the killing of two persons—plus the military installationlike aspect the university's campus
assumed after the arrival of great
number of U.S. Marshals and U.S.
Troops, we hope Mr. Meredith will
muster some of the fortitude he
demonstrated before his eventful
admittance and remain as a student
at the University of Mississippi.
Whether Mr. Meredith fully realizes it or not, he has become the national symbol of hope for millions of
Negroes who have grown weary
awaiting the. fulfilment of promises
espoused by tie Emancipation Proclamation.
Mr. Mesedith is also saddled with
the responsibility of not casting a
reflection upon the National NAACP,
which fought so diligently through
courts which resulted in his admittance. He owes a debt of gratitude to

the President of the United States,
John Kennedy, and the U.S. Attorney
General, Robert F. Kennedy, for
defending his rights as a U.S. Citizen
to attend the university—steps which
are rare for a President and Attorney
General of this country to take.
Mr. Meredith is the symbol of the
proverbial "straw" which can break
the back of racial segregation in
Mississippi.
It is only when pressure is relentlessly applied the best human
qualities manifest themselves. In this
case, Mr. Meredith can demonstrate
his courageousness by remaining at
the university as a student. At the
same time, he can be a constant reminder to Gov. Ross Barnett and
other racial segregationists that
America cannot long endure if it continues the folly of racial segregation
— and White and Negro Americans
must work with harmony for the
mutual benefit of both and the country.
Surely Mr. Meredith is fully aware
that history has proven that progress
comes only after a struggle.
We urge Mr. Meredith to remain
at the University of Mississippi despite his obstacles.

Our Greatest Respect
A block has been removed forever
from the mosaic pattern of Memphis'
life by the recent death of Lucie Eddie Campbell Williams. However, her
influence upon this community will
live on as long as there is a man or
a woman, boy or girl who will employ some of the lessons taught them
by her during her 40-year tenure as
a public school teacher here.
Mrs. Williams did not confine her
teaching to the three Rs or to the
classroom. She taught by being a
living example of dedicated service
in the field of education, to the Baptist church, and to the City of Memphis.
Her love for Booker T. Washington high school, where she taught
about 40 years before her retirement,
was equaled only by her love for the
National Baptist Convention, USA,
Inc., with which she had been affiliated nearly a half century.

Mrs. Williams' deep religious fervor was manifested in the words of
the many famous sacred songs composed by her.
One could not long remain in her
presence without being favorably effected by her great spirituality which
was pregnant with courage, stamina,
fortitude and integrity.
It was a rich and rewarding experience to have known Lucie E.
Campbell as she was affectionately
known despite her marriage to Rev.
C. R. Williams, several years ago.
Like the title of one of her songs
"Something Within," she had "Something Within" that made everyone
know that she was dedicated to the
service of her fellowman, God and
her country. Greater service cannot
be asked—or even expected. A greater life cannot be lived.
The memories of Mrs. Lucie E.
Campbell earn our greatest respect.

NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
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MEREDITH PRO & CON
Well, now Negroes in these
parts . . . closest to the scene
of action . . . are beginning to
develop "pro & con" opinions
about the newest internationalSepia
Civil
ly-publicized
Rights hero, James Meredith.
The pros and cons were
brought out into the open last
week following Mr. Meredith's
press release concerning his
possibly leaving the University of Mississippi, because of
constant harassment and obstructions to study and a normal existence as a university
student.
Most Negro reaction is almost a hundred per cent behind Mr. Meredith. Without
his having to go into great
detail about how he is being
harassed by the white students at the University, many
of his Negro sympathizers fill
in with their imaginations.
TENSION-PACK
They can hear basketballs
being dribbled all night long
in the room over Meredith's
. . . to keep him from studying
and sleeping. They can see
and feel the searing heat from
the "hate stares" they are
sure he encounters from every
nook and corner of the campus. They can word the questions the professors pick from
the back of the book to trick
the tension-packed Meredith.
They can feel with him the
fears he has for the safety of
his parents and relatives in
other Mississippi towns. Their
ears tingle with Mr. Meredith's as they catch underbreath epithets and insults
hurled from every hearing
distance.
Mr. Meredith does not have
to explain to most Negroes
his definition of the word
"harassment." They are on the
"pro" side . . . in his corner
. . . for better or for worse.
WITH THE BOOKS
Nothing the University officials, Mississippi's white po-

"Well Done" Lucie E. Campbell
Just to live was not enough for a courFew people of great attainment have impressed me more favorably than Lucie ageous person like Lucie Campbell. She
E. Campbell—and it is with regret that obtained her early education at Carthage
we must experience the silence that her School and went on to graduate as valedictorian in her class from Booker T.
hushed voice has created.
I knew and liked sacred songs written Washington. Later she returned to Washby Miss Campbell many years before I ington as a high school teacher for 40 years.
She also obtained additional education
came to Memphis where I first met her.
As I recall, a late uncle of mine, Jubbie at Rust college in Holly Springs, Miss.,
Allen, also loved and sang songs composed University of Chicago, Tennessee State A
by Miss Campbell. As a matter of fact, & I university in Nashville and Columbia
one of his favorite religious songs was university in New York City—all because
"He'll Understand, and Say Well Done," her life was a continued process of learning in order to help others to learn.
This is also one of my favorites.
Miss Campbell was best own in religious
My uncle did not have the warm experience of meeting Lucie Campbell. He circles because she became the music dilived a poorer life for not having had this rector of the National Sunday School and
Baptist Training Union Congress of Amerprivilege.
Few people with such lowly beginning ica, vice president-at-large of the Naas Miss Campbell have soared to such tional Baptist Music Convention, presigreat heights without losing the common dent of the National Baptist Choral Society
touch—or lived a life so completely dedi- of the National Baptist Women's Convencated to the service of man and God as tion of America and a charter member
Lucie Campbell. Her great spirit for over- of the National Song Leaders' Convention.
Lucie Campbell gave to the world more
coming obstacles was contagious. No doubt,
this was the quality in her which inspired than 40 sacred songs.
In the area of education she earned all
many of the thousands school youngsters,
whom she taught to fight for accomplish- the recognition that could be awarded a
public school teacher.
ments despite all odds.
Paraphrasing the words of one of Lucie
PRIME EXAMPLE
Her own life was a prime example of Campbell's songs—she gave to the world
what can be accomplished if one is inspired the best of her service—she told the world
with the desire to succeed—plus other of the Savior. Her hands were sore and
qualities such integrity, fortitude and a scarred from the work she did. And when
firm belief in a supreme being. Without she came to the end of her journey—
these qualities Lucie Campbell would wearied of life and her battle was won—
have remained just one of the nine chil- to the very end she carried the staff and
dren born to the late Burell and Isabella the cross of Redemption.
We must say of her life's work "Well
Campbell at Duck Hill, Miss., nearly 80
Done."
years ago.

tit

team mates gave him the antiUtica! leaders, or any other
freeze act.
apologists for the situation
CRY-BABY
can change these "pro's" unBut, Jackie knew his job
dying and unrestrained loyal. . . he saw what was cut out
ty to Meredith and the cause
for him to do. So he didn't
he represents.
waste his time giving cryBut as said in the outset,
baby press conferences and
there are signs of developing
otherwise trying to play on
"con" sentiments among some
' the sympathies of the public.
segments of Negroes in thesel
parts. That doesn't mean they
And don't forget, the public
of the world was watching the
are opposed to the cause Mr.
Jackie Robinson "experiment."
Meredith has so courageously
stuck his personal neck out
And he had not only the opto espouse. But they are beposition of the folk of one
ginning to question Mr. Mereschool or state, but he had to
endure the suspicions, doubts,
dith's judgment end methods.
fears, and hates of most of
One of the "con" arguments
the supporters of an entire
goes like this: "Meredith knew
what he was getting into
world of sport.
But Jackie Robinson rose to
when he went down there.
the occasion. Not only did he
In fact, it might have been
worse than he expected. Now
make good for himself, but
that he's in it, why holler?
he made the majors safe and
Why run to the newspapers
sane for others of his race.
every time some race-baiter
IF IT KILLS HIM
calls him "coon?" He won the
And also remember, Jackie
first battle of this race war,
Robinson is not the only Neand got into the school. Well,
gro who has successfully met
now the second battle is to
the jibes and jeers, the jostwin with the books.
lings and jeopardy that follow
in the wake of significant adTRIED WITH FIRE
vances for a person of his ilk.
"Now, it's true a body needs
time, facilities, and opportuNegroes all over, not only
nity to study. But in the abin education, but in industry,
sence of such things, one just
law, medicine, military servhas to find a way or make
ice, and what-have-you, have
met situations similar to Merone. And it's a known fact
edith's. And they encountered
that it's easier to say that,
than to do it. But that's the
seem in gl y insurmountjob Meredith set for himself.
able odds. But there was one
"When he keeps talking to
big difference . . . they didn't
the newspapers and crying
have the coverage of a sensation-seeking press, radio, or
out loud, he makes a bad impression. He ought to quit
television service. They didn't
talking, and either take it or
seek the services of such meleave it. Don't forget . . .
dia . . . because they knew
something.
Jackie Robinson broke into
They knew that too much
the major leagues under similar , or even worse handicaps.
and too loud publicity is bad.
lie knew in advance that he
It's like calling one's punches
would be tried with fire. And
before delivering them, and
giving the opponent a chance
he was tried with fire.
They threw baseballs at his
to doge. They knew that it's
head on the field . . bottles
better to keep quiet and be
curse words, and dirty names
thought a fool, than to speak
out and remove all doubt.
from the stands .. . they tried
Meredith ought to keep quiet,
to spike him and otherwise
disable or kill him. Even his
if it kills him! Selah!

JACKIE ROBINSON

Love, Closer Families
Could Cut Crime Rate
I SINCERELY hope all who read this
column had an enjoyable holiday. I don't
often write about highly personal things,
but I'm anxious to let the world know
that for my wife, Rachel, and me, this
holiday season turned out to be the most
wonderful we've ever experienced.
I'm not speaking so much of the many
cards and nice gifts which we received.
There was one gift which we wouldn't
exchange for a million dollars.
Our three children — David, Sharon
and Jaekie, Jr. — presented us with a loving cup. On it were written the simple

words: "To the best parent.." Under this
inscription were their names.

Prized Trophies
At our home In Connecticut, I have a
trophy room in which I keep many mementos of my sports career — as well as
plaques, awards and loving cups of all descriptions which have been given to me
for work in the civil rights field after I
left the game.
Among the most prized possessions
in this t r op h y room are the NAACP's
Springairn, The Baseball Hall of Fa m e
trophy and the SCLC's 1962 Hall of Fame
Plaque.

Yet, honestly, I can say that Rae and
I prize this loving cup we received from
the youngsters above anything we have.

IN THE ENTERTAINMENT field in:
our time s, particularly as it relates •to' •
singing, an artist with a hit record may
leap to success overnight. A young Linger
may become a temporary star wit/Sin a
week. Success to anyone, in the theatre or
not, is pleasan t. In the entertainment
world it usually brings money, publicity
and adulation. Sometimes when all three
come all at once, it is pretty hard for a
young and • immature person to behave
well. As an old worker in the vineyard of
the arts, I would like to offer a little advice to those lucky ones who might be so'
fortunate as to find their talents discover.:
ed overnight.
In the first place, I would say, don't,
put your what-you-may-call-it on your
shoulders right away. Even your best
friends might not recognize such high hattedness. Be yourself. Keep cool. Do not ignore the folks who knew you WHEN —
even if such people are still where they
were then. Not everybody can have a hit
record or a mention in Ed Sullivan's column. Not everybody can make money
young, become famous early, or afford to
move out of the Black Belt, live in downtown hotels, or buy a house in the suburbs. If you are able to do such things,
please do not give the quick brush-off to
the people who are not so fortunate.
"Pride goeth before a fall." Don't ride for
a tumble. In this U.S.A. of ours, it is very
easy to be up today and dewn tomorrow.
So live when up, that if you should fall,

gratitude.

Not All Harmony
LET ME NOT kid you for one moment. I don't want to pretend that all is
perfect harmony and bliss at our home.
Like any other family, we have our problems. lip until this Christmas, we haven't
been sure we were even on our way to
solving some of our problems.
The loving cup has given us hope
that we may be able to make a deal of
progress in 1963.
We believe the solution to difficult
family situations lies in the projection of
love and kindness between children, parents and others who are in close contact.
We also believe that casting one's bread
upon the waters truly returns happiness
to those who give as well as to those who
receive.
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there will be somebody to sympathize —
even to help pick you up. Just because you
may be riding in a fine new car, there is
no good reason not to speak to the guy or
gal who is still walking.

Ethel Friendly, Courteous
MISS ETHEL WATERS is an old
trooper. She came up the hard way, from
basement cabarets and colored T.O.B.A.
vaudeville to stardom on Broadway. One
afternoon when "Member Of The Wed-

ding" was playing at the beautiful old
Empire Theatre in New York City, I went
backstage to tell Miss Waters how much I
had been moved by her beautiful performance. since I had known Ethel Waters for
a long time. But ahead of me there were
many theatre-goers who did not personally know the star, numbers of them young
people who had probably pinched pennies
to buy a seat away up in the top balcony.
In the backstage crowd there were Ne-

groes and whites.
To everyone who came into her dressing room to shake her hand or seek an autograph, Ethel Waters was courteous and
friendly. She offered her hand, she
smiled, she said a friendly word. There
was no quick scrawling of her name with
a frown on a program. Ethel Waters projected the same warmth and humanity
in her dressing room as she did on the
stage.

Some High Hat, Boorish
I WISH some of our younger stars.,
who are brusque and unfriendly to ad-1,

mirers, would learn to behave as Ethe
Waters did when she was riding the Broad.; w a y wave at its crest. It is not enough to
be a sympathetic performer on stage. One
should also be sympathetic off - stage, as
well, in so far as the general public is con-.'IP
cerned. Not ill-mannered, high-hat, and
boorish. Particularly, if one is a Negro star,
it would seem to be wise — from a public
relations viewpoint — to behave well and
in a mannerly fashion to fans and well.
wishers who wait at the stage door to express their admiration.
There are some stars who act as if
they are not dependent upon ths dollars
that ordinary people pour into the box offices. But w her e else does their living
and their stardom come from — if not from
the millions of ordinary unknown folks
who buy tickets, purchase records, or put
dough for radios and television sets in order to listen to the stars?
If some few hundred or maybe a
'thousand or so want to get an autograph,
shake hands, and just say,"You're so wonderful," it would seem to me wise to let.
them do so without a cold stare or an irritated frown getting in the way. It is hard to
continue to admire someone off - stage
when he or she behaves like a varmint if
personal relations are involved.

•

I develop this subject because I am
hoping there will be a bit of help for others in my expression of the reason for our

E
^
teat

THEY SAID IT
"Entering the main stream of American life will mean for many Negroes dei
veloping a new sense of values. Mang
will have to learn that in order to be integrated they themselves must learn and
practice integration. This will mean that
many Negro Americana will have to
learn to participate more fully in the activities of the P.T.A.s, the various community drives, and other matters of
civic concern. In other words they will
have to learn themselves to join the
'main stream' of American life in order
to he a part of it."
Judge Edith Sampson of
Chicago's Municipal Court'.
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• 'African President Proves To Be
Good Student Of English: Teacher
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"I entered by a side-door
BAMAKO, Mali,—(UPI) with Ghanian President
— "Good evening, my Kwarne Nkrumah, they could into the residence section.
through
an
only
Class took place in a drawingteacher," said President communicate
room, air-conditioned, with a
interpreter.
Modibo Keita of Mali.
long,
rectangular table in the
So Kieta decided to brush
"Good evening, my
up on his English. He had center. Three Utiles a week:
teacher," said Mrs. Keita. A
Monday, Wednesday and Frilearned some at school.
roomfull of fellow students,
French-speaking Bendazzi, day. From 8:30 to 9:30 p.m.
including several Malian cab33, an English teacher to for- after dinner.
inet ministers, addressed simieign diplomats in Washington, ALWAYS PUNCTUAL
lar greetings to Alex Bendazzi
D. C., was contacted by the "The President came in with
of Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
United States Information his wife, both in flowing naThe occasion was English Service and rushed f rom tive dress. They were always
class at the Malian presidency Washington on 10 days notice. punctual. They told me 'good
and Bendizzi was the teacher. A graduate of Queens college evening, my teacher,' and
In Africa, where indepen- in New York and former so- shook my hand. Then class bedence is flowering, some ial worker there, he had stud- gan.
countries speak English, some ied French at Paris' Sorbonne
"We sat around the long taFrench — depending on their University.
colonial history. President Ke- "I drove a jeep, all dressed ble, about a dozen of us. The
ita found it inconvenient to in formal wear, up Kolouba President and I sat opposite
be fluent only in French.
Hill and into the Presidency," each other across the table at
For instance, when he met Bendazzi recalled.
the end near the door. The
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President set a tape-recorder
on the table between us.
"The President is an exteacher himself," said Bendazzi, "and he kept the class in
good humor. Once in a while
he would kid one of his ministers on a point of pronunciation
"Mrs. Keita found the expression 'what about' very
funny. It sounded like a.varraba, a Bambara word meaning
lion."
BRINGS FRUIT ALONG
Bendazzi said that for one
class the President brought
plates, knives, forks, spoons,
tangerines, oranges, mangoes
and bananas, and wanted to
know the words for them in
English.
"At the end of the class he

gave me two tangerines, two
oranges and two bananas,"
Bendazzi recalled.
"My class continued for
three months, with some interruptions due to the President's state affairs. I used the
dialogue approach with conversational English. I explained some points in French. I
brought in some subjects from
African life, and they liked it.
"The President was the
keenest of them all," said Bendazzi. He always came to class
having studied the previous
lesson at home. He felt pride
in his progress."
TRADITIONAL JAZZMAN'S FUNERAL was
Western diplomats in Bam- held in New Orleans for clarinetist John
ako believe Keita can speak Casimir, who played with the Young Tuxedo
fair English. However, he
rarely uses it in public for fear
of making mistakes.

Author Reveals 'Scars
Of Negro Masquerade

Brass Band since the 20's. The Brass Bandd
joined in the funeral for the Negro musician.

New Version Of Old at
PlannedFor Teen Jobless

SAN FRANCISCO—John traveled through Mississippi,
Alabama, Louisiana and GeorHoward Griffin, the novelgia disguised as a Middle-aged
ist who dyed his skin black Negro.
to discover "what it 's like His first-hand revelation of
WASHINGTON,(UPI)— ice nature. They would work own clothing and transportato be a Negro," said in a the often shocking situation Remember the old CCC in schools, hospitals, libraries,1 tion. The government would
of
the
South's
'second-class
national magazine interview
camps of the 1930's? In the public welfare agencies, chil- pick up half the cost of their
that the experience gave him citizens' created a national
dren's homes, parks, recrea- weekly pay, up to a maximum
new congress, President
furor.
"a terrible sadness."
tional facilities and with pri- of $20 per week.
Kennedy
is
out
to
revive
While delinquency rather
vate community service agenGriffin's remark, his first com- "The book was a nightmare
old-time
two
versions
of
the
cies such as the Boy Scouts, than depression is the guiding
ment in two years on his sen- to me," Griffin told Ramparts.
Conservation
Civilian
Corps.
The novelist said that he and
settlement
houses, visiting force behind the new program,
sational masquerade through
The orignial CCC was born nurse associations and so forth. the high rate of unemployment
the Deep South, were made in his wife "prepared somewhat"
The
idea
was
of
depression.
NOT PUNISHMENT
among teen-agers is an iman interview in the January for "reprisals and grief" — but simple:
Enlistment in either corps portant factor. It is estimated
issue of Ramparts, a new nat- they got more than they bar- Take idle young men off the
would not be designed as that one out of every four
ional Catholic journal published gained for.
streets and send them to for- punishment for delinquents. persons now idle and unable
CROSS BURNED
at Menlo Park, Calif.
estry camps to do useful and Quite the opposite. The so- to find a job is under 21 years
A cross was burned on the beneficial work.
He said the "terrible sadrocks would be of age. Even during periods of
ness" came with the aftermath hill above his Mansfield, Tex- To keep them from compet- called hard
excluded. Those convicted of prosperity, the least desirable
as
home.
His
parents
left
the
continuing
the
of the trip —
ing with family men for jobs. serious offenses such as arson, and least number of jobs go
barrage of slander, hate and country because they couldn't
The President's new idea narcotics use or assault with a to teen-agers, who for one
persecution from his fellow bear the hostilities and vio- was inspired not so much by
deadly weapon would not be reason or another, drop out of
lence the book provoked.
whites.
depression but by juvenile deyersity. Smith personally purchased $100
NOT EVEN BROKEN LEG suffered in an
Griffin said that many linquency. Its supporters claim eligible until fully rehabili- school.
NATIONAL FUROR
The Labor Department figsouthern whites wrote and,said it would be a great aid in
worth of tickets to the February 3 affair from
auto accident deterred Charles Smith, proGriffin, a 42-year-old Texan,
programs ures that during the next deMillard Robbins, chairman of businessmen's was a best selling novelist even' they "wished" they could help keeping youngsters from going tatNedev.ertheless, the
prietor of Doctor's Pharmacy, 500 East 63rd
would be designed to help cade about 26 million persons
group, and placed others on sale in his place before he wrote "Black Like the Negroes.
bad because they are idle and those who may be on the way under 21 will be entering the
Street. from keeping his pledge to support
But
these
whites
"feared
to
help
those
who
already
have
business.
of
Leontyne Price benefit concert for Fisk Uni•
Me," the account of six weeks reprisals," Griffin said, and
to going bad but so far have labor market looking for jobs.
started getting in trouble.
n the fall of 1959 when he
become involved in only some
didn't do anything.
TWO PROGRAMS
petty juvenile offense.
A convert to Roman CathoAwaiting introduction in
The idea is that enlistment
licism, Griffin said he underCongress are bills which would be entirely voluntary and that
took the racial experiment begood
cause "some of us must be pre- launch two programs designed those accepted be of
to provide useful work for character. But good character
pared to be martyrs for the
youngsters 16 to 21 years of would be decided upon case
love of humanity."
age who aren't going to school by case, so that the program
Portions of Griffin's forthNEW YORK — The 34th ancan't find jobs with of help would not be denied
coming autobiography, "Scat- and who
private industry.
to youngsters who might have nual issue of the "West Indies
tered Shadows," were also
One program would be al- had some minor run-in with and Caribbean Year Book" will
published in the January issoon be available, announced
most a replica of the old CCC the law.
Ramparts.
Griffin
was
sue
of
'quarters is sure to mark Rusunder a new name — Youth
Corps its publisher, Thomas Skinner
Conservation
The
WASHINGTON — (UPI) three Senate committees — predecessors. He has been
before
reblind
for
ten
years
services, appropriations charply critical of the Su- sell's 30th anniversary in the gaining his sight in 1957.
Conservation Corps. It would would be limited to boys: the and Co., Ltd.
— President-elect Franklin armed
This new, revised edition,
and space — and on the Sen- preme Court's ruling against Senate. His position in the
enlist youngsters in federal the home-town Peace Corps
D. Roosevelt was mulling ate - House atomic energy school segregation and of gov- Senate "club" is perhaps well
covers all phases of developand state forests and parks. to boys and girls.
over his Cabinet selections. committee. He heads the in- ernment efforts to implement charted by the comment of an
They would be assigned to
All would get paid. Pay in ment in the Caribbean.
The book's facts, figbres and
Japanese troops were fight- fluential armed services com- it.
implacable opponent in the
conservation work not now be- the Conservation Corps would
ing in China. The Kremlin mittee and is
apparent
With his Southern allies, more or less constant struggle
ing done. They would not per- be about $60 a month plus ex- information, said director Donhad just purged two commis- to the appropriations chair- Russell contends that "mixing over civil rights.
form major construction work tra for special skills and ad- ald B. Brown, embraces all of
sars.
of the races" cannot ge leg- "Though we disagree strongwhich can be done by private ditional enrollments. The vol- the latest possible data about
menship.
In Washington, the Senate Russell
speaks islated or forced. Those ef- ly on many issues, I have
industry under contract.
normally
unteers would live at the camp the territory.
interrupted a banking bill fili- quietly in a rather deep voice forts, he feels, fly in the face enormous respect for Senator
He said the 1963 edition
The second program would and get room, board and clothbuster to swear in a new Sen- accented in the liquid tones of an overriding way of life. Russell as a Senator with a
"ruin:tains its position as the
be a Youth Public Service ing free.
JACKSON, Miss. - (UPI) Corps, a sort of home-town
ator from Georgia. Leading which
As for the new drive to brilliant mind, great comment
Northerners call a
Pay in the home-town Peace standard reference work to the
the fight against the bill was drawl. In Senate debate he can tighten the rule on stopping and uncommon energy; it is — Atty. Gen. Joe Patterson Peace Corps. The youngsters Corps would be about $40 a historical, geographical, ecoHeuy Pierce Long, the Louisi- be moved — but rarely — to filibusters, Russell views it as doubly unfortunate, therefore, said he would seek an injunc- would be given jobs to per- month. The volunteers would nomic, commercial, and social
ana Kingfish.
an attempt to pillory Southern that these great attributes tion against the Army unless form which have a public serv- live at home and provide their aspects" of the Caribbean.
loud and vigorous speech
The date: Jan. 12, 1933.
It is in the civil rights arena Senators and thus make poli- have so often been expended the federal government halts
FDR's final Cabinet choices, where Russell splits most tical hay for other Senators in behalf of the dying cause its plans to construct semi -,
the ultimate outcome of Jap- sharply with the present ad- in their home areas.
of segregation," said Sen. Ja- permanent facilities for troops1
on guard duty at the Univeran's China adventure and the ministration and its immediate
Generous praise from arl cob K. Javits, R-N.Y.
sity of Mississippi.
Kremlin purges are all history
"In the event the military
now. The Senator still is helpauthorities decline to accede
ing shape history.
to the requests of Sen. (John)
On that day, Richard BreStennis, Congressman (John
yard Russell, the youngest
Bell) Williams and other memgovernor to have served his
bers of the Mississippi delegastate, became the youngest
tion in Congress not to conmember of the senate.
struct
military barracks and
RIO DE JANIERO — but we have the real thing Sao Paulo. They hope the
COMMAND POST
two nightplaces will be the
other buildings on the prop- (UPI) — Play a bossa nova here.
Now second on the Senate
"We're waiting. We've got
erty of the University of Misthe
seniority ladder, Russell, has
American jazz the goods and the people will Peppermint Lounges of
record
by
an
enemies. "They get mad at sissippi at Oxford, I intend to
little time for anniversary celnova.
bossa
Tenn.
—
NASHVILLE,
musican here, and almost buy. A cheap imitation only
you when you chase them file proceedings in the Uniebration& He is "Mr. South"
Actually, Dale is no newT. Dawson didn't have
away from these girls," he ted States District Court seek- surely the beat will be last a short time. Our music
and his cluttered office in the Lem
by roars of pro- is the real thing."
drowned
out
he
and
comer
to the dance. He started
education"
"no
ing
to
enjoin
the
erection
of
said.
high-ceilinged old Senate ofLenny and his agent, Dick in show business at 12 as a
The reason he acquired such any buildings on any of the test.
fice building is the South's didn't get one during the
a unique nickname was pos- properties of the University The Brazilians, who created Adler, 24, plan to introduce protege of Milton Berle and
command post for what may 20 years he became a sort of
sibly another explanation why of Mississippi by military au- ed bossa nova, say the Yan- their bossa nova dance and has worked in television and
a. 1963 filibuster "institution" at Fisk Univerbecome
kees murdered it.
Lenny's singing and dancing the movies in the United
he made people mad. A special thorities," Patterson said.
against a tighter curb on fili- sity.
The
injunction
petition
But Brazil's disdain for act in the bossa nova mood States. Most recently he was
"But," he said, "I tried to
city policeman and a former
busters.
deputy sheriff, Dawson became would be filed at Oxford, he heavy-handed bossa nova mu- in the United States and the leading male dancer in
Like some others of his gen- stay at Fisk so people could
the Elizabeth Taylor extravasicians from the north stops Europe soon.
sometimes get an education without fear."
known not only as a man who said.
eration, Russell
got shot at, but also as a night
short of pint-sized Lenny Dale, The dance got its official in- ganza "Cleopatra."
lacks enthusiasm for what Dawson, known to thousands
students
Fisk
former
an American whose dance troduction to Brazilians earwatchman who wouldn't truck
have been called the good- of
Dale believes his dance has
intruders on the Fisk campus Man Acts As Pincushion adaptation of the new mood ly this month at the Bon Gour- overcome its toughest hurdle
new-days. That skepticism re- throughout the country as
and would do some rather ac- GLASGOW, Scotland — Dun- melody has taken Rio by met club here. Its manager, —acceptance by the Braziliinforces his strongly held con- "Willshoot,' has retired after
curate shooting of his own can McKay, 21, underwent an storm.
viction that the Senate must serving as the university's
_alejlo went into partnership ans themselves—and he is
when circumstances demanded emergency operation for removAknot impose gag rule on its head guard-night watchman
His dance—he calls it a uni- with Dale and Adler, plans to priming for an invasion of
it.
al of a two-inch needle which versal social dance based on open another place featuring the United States following a
winembers who fight for states' for two decades.
Actually shot at a total of 11
Dawson, 72, said he "feels became embedded in his side traditional samba patterns— the bossa nova. Dale Style, in tour of Brazil.
rights.
sort of bad about leaving after he left it in his shirt while evolved from a period of onPower and prestige have times on campus and woundFisk. He said he will devote sewing on a button. His wife the-job training in Rio's seedy
come to Russell in full mea- ed once off campus during the
full time to real estate busi- promised to sew on the next Favela district. It is there that
sure since he first took his period, Dawson said his job
buttons.
LEM T. DAWSON
ness — his own.
Senate oath. He serves on caused him to have a lot of
the dark-skinned natives create the dances and songs for
Rio's gaudy and bawdy preLenten carnival.
LOOSELY DEFINED
A new $40,000 project aimed standing between peoples of
His lessons learned; the 24at compiling an authentic and the world and their knowledge
year-old Dale planned a dance
the contributions that the
fitting the mood-filled but comprehensive Who's Who in of
•
helping to
e Nsheagpreo
•
w
epvienr progNreegsrso America
ehp
ricpak is
•
loosely
defined
he apper
h al af bossa nova.
this world."
will
half
the
Publication date is tentshistorically significant years
pears to be doing a fast tango.
tively scheduled for November
of 1870-1963.
The
hips
and
lower
extremi"turning
point
in
continue
to
Attor-'mation
as
a
Proclamation
will
rostrum
with
WASHINGTON, D. C. — speakers
Dr. Wesley contended that ties move in such a
American Negro 1870- 1, 1965. The book will sell for
way as to "The
the challenge of the Proclama1965,h sets forth biographical $6.95. Donors will receive a
"The Emancipation Proclama- ney General Robert Kennedy our history," and classified it grow and inspire.
Presley blush.
make
Elvis
historical
event
as
"a
great
featured
speakers
as one of two
Dr. Wesley noted that the tion issued in 1863, has made
data concerning prominent free copy. Pre-publication oftion can be ranked with such
Unlikely the twist, the danc- American Negroes whose po- fers are being accepted.
for the official opening of the . .. an unusually famous docu- challenge of the Proclamation and continues to make its
milestones of freedom as the Emancipation Proclamation ex- ment . . . a continuing chal- made the Thirteenth Amend- special appeal today, "when ing couple dances together, ex- sition or achievement in re- Because a project of this
Magna Carta of 1215 at rural hibit at the National Archives. lenge."
ment a must. He also stated slavery has given way to seg- cept-for a brief period of im- putable endeavors makes them nature requires a tremendous
Runnymede, and the Declara- Dr. Wesley told the distin- He predicted that just as the that Lincoln, aware that "they regation." He declared that the provisation.
of general, local, national and capital outlay, the editors are
"Americans like
Arthur international interest and in- annealing to the general pubtion of Independence at the guished audience that the Magna Carta and the Declare- who would be free must them- Proclamation's challenge is
lic for support. Donors of $10
Philadelphia village of 1776," Emanc ipatio n Proclama- lion of Independence "have selves strike the blow," used now "a call for patriots who Murray have tried to capita- quiry.
leccorcling to Charles H. Wesley, tibia, like other giteat documents grown in historical meaning far the Proclamation to announce will give realism not simply to lize on what everyone hopes Editor of the work, George or more will be mentioned in
the book
will be the successor to the Cunningham, jr.. feels that
president of Central State in our history 'of freedom, beyond the original purpose, that colored Americans would
tones and twist," Lenny said. "Some record of this kind will in- Marian L. Cunningham is the
gives depth and breadth to the and has reached many shores. be used militarily to win the the words, but to the
College.
The Cer,:ral State president freedom of mankind. He label- including Asia and Africa in war — "and they served with overtones of this foundation people are doing what they variably " help to bring about assistant editor and Chief of
call bossa nova in the States, a better internatione under- Research.
over 200,00," document."
.
shared the platform and the eel the issuance of the procla- this century," the Emancipation distinction
4
i

West Indies
Yearbook Slated For
Distribution

•Mr. South'Marks 30 Years In Senate
With Stubborn Fights For Filibusters

Seeks Injunction
Against U.S. In
Miss. Case

o

Willshootletires At Fisk After
Getting Shot At Total Of!!Times

Brazilian Bossa Nova Creators
Charge Yankee Murder OfDance

I

Emancipation S een Freedom Milestone
Ranking WithAill- 1111111e reat ocumen sT

il

Proposed Book To List
'Top
Negroes Since 1870
I
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1111111•1111111•111••••• •s•ne•si, department, the Tri-State De•
fender is seeking the identities of senior citizens of 90
SOCIETY
!
r! Years of ago or over, in Mem•
phis and the Mid-South Area,
Gnosis Glint Club held
• who can share their memories
its annual holiday dinner reof the early years after the
cently at the home of the
• close of the Civil War, in
•
Elizabeth
president,
Mrs.
connection with the CentenWoods of Clinton Pl.
•
the
Anniversary of
nial
After the turkey dinner,'
•
Emancipation Proclamation.
I
club members held a "Parade
on to
And, the search
of Aprons." Mrs. Until James
select the winner of the "Miss
•
was narrator. First prize for
Mid-South Contest", who will
modeling the prettiest apron
•
N represent beauty, charm, genwent to Mrs. Polly Hearn,
•
tility, personality and talent.
second, Mrs. Una James, and
CLUB NEWS
third, Mrs. Mattie Johnson.
The Southern Belles Bridge
Judges were Mrs. Mary
Club met with Mrs. Mary Rog•
Murphy, Mrs. R. Spights, and
•aismais•mainiefeet , . ers as hostess in a pre-holiday
Mrs. B. Pettigrew.• Special
party.
Still elated with the great to the JUGS' special projects
guest was the father of Mrs.
Club secret pals exchanged
expectations of a new year, and living ads ball, which
Polly Hearn.
gifts, enjoyed a delicious
everything is "coming up amounted to $11,288.91. The
menu and an interesting game
After the parade of aprons,
roses" in many segments of president of the organization,
of progressive bridge.
members
exchanged
gifts
the city.
Mrs. Josephine Bridges, cited
Enjoyi.ng the party were
with their secret pals and
For the ministers wives' the valuable service being St. Elmo Hampton, 011ie Mitpresented gifts to the guests.
fellowship group 'twas elec- performed by the counselor,
chell, Mattis Oates, Louise
Members sang songs after
tion time on January 7. The Mrs. Vivian Robinson, and the Walker,
Isulah
McEwen
remarks by the president.
home of Rev. and Mrs., John expressions of gratitude from Hedgeman, Elizabeth Lewis,
Agnew, 2123 Bennett St. was guidance counselors and their Thelma Evans, Mildred Jorow, Mrs. Felton Earl, Miss D. J. Jeff!'vs, Mrs. L. M. Mills,.
v
the scene of the meeting and organizations, with
whom seph, Eleanor Currie and HONORED AT A PARTY on retiring from the U.S. Postal
H. A. Doran, the honoree; and Matthews Thornton, Jr.
reception which followed. Of- Mrs. Robinson has worked. prize, winners, Thelma Moore, service was Harvey A. Doran, who had been employed as
Standing lleft-right), Miss B. L. Jeffries, Felton Earl, Mrs.
ficers elected and re-elected
The'• JUGS were heartened Charlyne McGraw and Gwen- an elevator operator at the Memphis Main Post Office 40
were: Mrs. William Barr, also by the many individual
R. D. Terrell, R. D. Terrell, J. U. Rhodes, Robert Duncans,
years. The party was given by Postal Employees at the home
dolyn McEven Smith.
president; Mrs. W. T. Graf- organizations who have so unWilliam Long, R. B. Woodward. E. Frank LaMondue,
LA RITA SOCIAL CLUB of Mr. and Mrs. Marcellus Jeffries, Sr., 2640 Supreme st.
ton, vice president; Mrs. A. J. selfishly given their moral recently sponsored one of Seen in the first row (left-right) Miss C. Barber, Miss Gloria
William K. Lowe, Miss D. Robinson, Mareellus Jeffries, Jr.,
Campbell, secretary; Mrs. J. and financial ansistance to
When the Vixen Social club
and E. A. Matthews, Sr.
the most gala affairs of the White, Mn. W. L. Barber, W. I.. Webb, W. L. Barber. Second
held a recent meeting officers
Agnew, assistant secretary; their project. The need for
holiday season at the Flame
for 1963 were elected. Named
Mrs. J. W. Wyms, treasurer; continued support and mainClub. There gifts were expresident was Mrs. Romanita
Mrs. Mildred P. Davis, pub- tenance of this counselling
changed by club members,
Williams. Other officers inlicity chairman and Mrs. M. was stressed; for it is felt
and members enjoyed an exclude: Mrs. Edna Murphy,
Brunson, sunshine chairman. that not only unwedded mothceptionally fine dinner.
vice president; Mrs. Mildred
Others eleeted were Mrs. Su- ers are helped, but also other
Mrs. Alma Morris, presdLester, financial secretary;
sie Greer, chaplain; Mrs. Dave young people. While much is
dent, who views the Christand
Mrs.
Evelyn Lewis, secretary;
Bond chairman of sick;
being
The Memphis Pan-Hellenic responding secretary; Mrs.1 Among the gayer affairs of its way over South and East
accomplished, there mas party as a striking sucMrs. H. Robinson, chaplain, still remains much to be done
Eddi-,the recent holiday season was Memphis were Mrs. Minnie Mrs. Armentha Fleming, club
cess, is expecting the popu- Council has planned two Marie Adams, chaplain,
Following their business to make everyone cognizant of
the Annur.1 Round Robin Brinkley, Mrs. Alice Burchett, reporter; and Mrs. Dorothy
larity of the club to become events which are scheduled son Morrison, treasurer; Miss
session, Mrs. Agnew served a the moral and ..spiritual issues
Flames Yvonne Hawkins, parliamen-;Party given by members of the president; Mrs. J. L. Camp- McNeal, chairman of the sick
well established. She also to take place at the
delicious menu from the beau- involved, so that promiscuity
1Memphis Delta Mothers Club, bell, Mrs. Mary Collier, Mrs. committee. Also elected to an
St., eant-at-arms.
looks forward to the reactiva- cafe, 388 Outer Parkway
tiftil dining room, where the and illegitimacy will be cornThursday, Dec. 27.
Ethel Douglass, Mrs. Roberta office were Mrs. Mable Camption of several former mem- Saturday, Jan. 16, announces tarian; and John Parker, sergtable was resplendent with an pletely obliterated from our
First stop of the evening Thomas, Mrs. Mary Lindsey, bell, and Mrs. Oretha DonaldThe featured event of the
bers, as well as a successful Mrs. Lorene Osborne, chairson.
imported linen cloth designed society.
man of the affair.
evening will be the selecting was the Supreme Avenue res- Mrs. M. L. Lenoir, Mrs. Beayear for the club.
of hand-painted roses. Missing The JUGS would
The meeting was held at
First event will be the in- of the "Greek Of The Year," idence of Mrs. Minnie Brink- trice McDowell, Mrs. Frank
also like
The next meeting of the
from the warm scene was to thank the
public for its La Ritas will be held at the stallation of Pan-Hellenic and the presenting of an ley. There members were serv- Parks, Mrs. Mattie Sprag- the home of the newly electMrs. L. D. Peppers who is support in the past,
refreshments
of
gins.
ed
delicious
The
group
will
meet
ed president, Mrs. Fleming
and to home of Mrs. Katherine Arm- Council officers, during a award. Each fraternity and
convalescing at her home fol- extend to its
Dutch Treat dinner. Miss Vel- sorority has submitted nomi- the season while they chatted again on Sunday Jan. 27, with of Marble Ave.
patrons an in- strong.
:lowing an operation.
the
compared
notes
on
Mrs.
Campbell
at
Parkand
1287
S.
The club ended its 1962
vitation to their annual forMembers attending the par- ma Lois Jones of Alpha Kap- nees. Interested persons will
The next meeting of this mal ball on March 1,
term at a party at which
which ty were Mrs. Ann Falls, Mrs. pa Alpha sorority will be in- be awaiting the moment when holiday activities of their fam- way, East.
Fellowship Group will be held promises to be
ilies.
Mrs.
Brinkley
served
James
Meredith, a student at
one of the Bernice Jackson, Mrs. Janice stalled as president. She will the selection of a committee
at the home of the president, stellar events of the new
the University of Mississippi,
year. Jean, Mrs. Julia Pleas, Mrs. replace Cecil D. Goodlow of on awards will be announced, tasty foods and beverages.
Mrs. William Burr.
was special guest. He was
Second stop was the South
The following committees T. Cora Smith and Mrs. Cleo Phi Beta Sigma fraternity..
GREEK OF THE YEAR
kept busy giving autographs.
Parkway residence of Mrs.
were appointed for the chari- Draper.
Other officers to be inThe party was held at the
. The Memphis Pan Hellenic ty ball,,, the details of which
Ethel Douglas, and her Delta
THE LOAFERETTES, wives stalled will include: Mrs. Minhome of Mrs. Marion Nolan
Council will install officers will be announced later by the
' Daughter, Mrs. Gladys Greene
of the members of The Loaf- nie Echols, vice president;
and honor a fellow Greek as general chairman, Mrs. Albert
who welcomed the caravan of
The Tennessee social club of Dempster Rd.
ers Club, chose the Flame Miss Janet Lewis, recording
"Greek of the Year" at a Miller;` decorations, Mrs. Lonladies to a delightful second was entertained by Mrs. MolFollowing election of offiClub for the setting of a gala secretary; Ernest Riley, corDutch Treat Dinner and In- gino Cooke; invitations, Mrs.
course which turned out to be lie Brannon, 582 Wells St. cers secret pals were selected.
ive
ea
holiday party given in honstallation ceremony, January William Little; budget and,
a whole mead.
during a recent meeting at
The next meeting is schedLoafers on the eve
A. Maceo Walker, president
16, at the Flame Restaurant. finance, Mrs. Carroll Boswell or of the
Final stop was the Hayes her home. Devotion was con- uled to be held at the home
Year's Eve Ball.
Each of the eight member living ad show, Mrs. John;I of their New
of Universal Life Insurance Road home of Mrs. Roberta ducted by Mrs. A. Carter.
of Mrs. Campbell.
The holiday spirit was evisororities and fraternities has Gordon; transportation,
Eompany, was elected chair- Thomas. Assisted by her Delta
Next meeting is scheduled
dent during the entire evening
ubmitted nominees for the Harold Lewis, selection of Mrs.
man
executive
of
the
com-,
Burline
Couch,
Daughter, Miss
liv-,
to be held at the home of
award, and everyone will be ing ads, Mrs. Anderson Bridges, with speeches by the handmittee of the Ninth Congress she served a very delicious re- the club president, Mrs. Elia- Worms Needed
waiting for the moment when publicity, Mrs. Horace Chand- some prexy, Ray Thomas
sional District of the Tennes- pest after which the mem- beth Bailey.
(who is a bachelor) Clifford
The Thrifty Twelve Social see Federatin of
TYNEMOUTH, England
the selection of a committee Iss.
Democratic bems gathered aroun d th
Stockton, and the chairman club held its last affair for Leagues, Inc., during a
on awards will be announced.
Bill Temple, who imports live
regu- Christmas Tree for an ex The meeting hostess, Mrs. of the affair, Mrs. Laura Etta 1962 at the Eagle club on
Cecil D. Goodlow of
lar meeting last Wednesday change of gifts, which includrag worms from Ireland, put
Chandler, received her guests Jones.
Dec. 29. Many guests were night,
Beta Sigma Fraternity will
Final examinations ending his $50-a-week diggers on
ed such items as handkerchiefs
s in a leopard print hostess
Moving
members
at
pictures
club
were
made
greeted
by
relinquish his term of office,
The next meeting of the I and perfume. Later the group the first semester at LeMoyne piece work. He must have
gown and served a sirloin live music was rendered by the social activity.
to Miss Velma Lois Jones of,
democratic organiation is set'enjoyed seeing slides of the will begin Monday. Jan. 21, ;9,000 worms in time for the
steak dinner. Husbands of "Ironing Board Sam" as he
attending
those
Among
Alpha Kappa Sorority. Other members
British Sea Angjoined the group is better known, who made were: Mr. and Mrs. Frank for 7:30 p.m., Wednesday, Jan.I 1961 and 1962 Round Robin and continue through Friday', Up-coming
officers to be installed are
I ling Championship.
following the business ses- his organ out of an ironing Martin, Mrs. Linda Green, 23, at Universal Life Insur-iParties which were taken and Jan. 25.
Mrs. Minnie Echols, vice pres- sion,
ance building. Atty. H. T.;shown by Mrs. Mary Collier.
who with their wives board.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Anderident; Miss Janet Lewis, reIn the caravan as it wended
Lochard is president.
and other members are Hester
Mr.
Katie
Winfield,
Those enjoying the festivi- son, Mrs.
cording secretary; Mr. Ernest
ENCHANTERS SOCIAL CLUB
and A. D. Miller, Nedra and ties were Ray Thomas with and Mrs. Joshua Prince, Miss
Riley, corresponding secretaJames Smith, Helen and Lon- Miss Bobbie Nelson,
Baker,
Miss
Blanche
THE ROARING TWENTIES DANCE
Alberta
Chuck and
ry; Mrs. Marie Adams, chapgino Cooke; Delores and Ha- Laura Jones; James and Rose- Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
PETE FALKNER PAINT & REPAIR
lain,
l
Mr. Eddison Morrison,
There will be a Dance at The Flamingo Room, Jan. 26,
rold Lewis, Josephine and marie McKenzie; Roy and Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
treasurer; Miss Yvonne HawINTERIOR and EXTERIOR
1963 from 9 P.M. Until
Anderson Bridges, Gwen and Bernice Mays; Charles and Davis, Mrs. Margaret Whitakins, parliamentarian, and Mr.
At Door S1.25
Achnission $1.10
CarrollBoswell. MarieBrad- Rose Evans; Clifford and ker, Mrs. Roxie McGee, Mr. 158 E. Carolina Ave.
7-5619
JA
John Parker as sargeant at
ford, Gerri and Bill Little, Lois Stockton; John
Karney.
Mrs.
James
and
and
arms. Mrs. Lorene Osborne is
Ann and O'Ferrell Nelson, Pearl Gordon; Leonard and
chairman of the affair.
Special guests included: Mr
-77.1Y1
Pearl and John Gordon, and Wilma Campbell; Harold and
LEMOYNE SUNDAY
the hostess and her husband, Delores Lewis; ,Hosea and and Mrs. Elisa Williams; William Ratcliff, Miss Coltee
The annual observance of Horace Chandler.
Delores Alexander; Joe and Jones, Lewis Spight, Mr. and
LeMoyne Sunday is scheduled BIRTHDAY
PARTY
Barbara Atkins ;William and Mrs. Harold Evans and memfor Second Congregational
Last Sunday
afternoon, Gerri Little; Lawrence and bers of the Fishermen club.
Church this Sunday, January Josephine
and
Anderson Joyce Blackmon; Charles and
20, during the regular 11 Bridges
feted their daughter Elaine Campbell; Utillus and
- o'clock service with Dr. SamVeta Zoe Bridges with a birth- Elene Phillips; Joe and Do- thanks to members Lola P.
uel Williams of Atlanta as
day party celebrating her 11th rothy Carr; Robert Yar- Vann, Ladye Stokley, chairbirthday at Oak Manor Re- brough, whose wife was out men; Jessie Jones, Cleo Lee,
Much in demand . as a
ception Hall, to which about of town; and guests Roy and Christine Hawkins, Maggie
speaker, Dr. Williams is pro- 30 of
Vete Zoe's friends were Dorothy Vaughn of Nashville. Hussey, Armond Brown, Kathfess-or of philosophy at Morearine Hill, LeoDora Merri•• •
invited. The circus party,
house College and a past
weather, Ray Williams, Gus
complete with simulated aniTHE CWA CLUB had a red
-president of the
Atlanta mast
spelled fun for the pre- hot and spicy party with a Carter, Rosia Lee Newborn,
Itranch NAACP.
teeners. Helping Jo and An- real Santa Claus, all at Tuck- Barns Smith and Emma Shaw.
Members of LeMoyne's senderson in entertaining the el.'s Place, 541 Vance Avenue
ior class will preside during
young fry were Elizabeth on Dec 29
tie service. A reception in the
ss Simons, Hester Miller, Mag-1
Sylvester Jones played SanChurch's parish house will
O'Neal and Jo's sister,. ta, and was riotoius in his
follow.
Virginia Grinner.
role, as he was accompanied
Dr. Williams, who holds the.
TOP HAT AND TAILS
by Mrs. Jones.
doctorate from University of ss
Mrs. Thelma Tallady.Chfcago, is also pastor of MEET
The regular monthly meet-, Broom, was the narrator for
'Friendship Baptist Church in
ling of Top Hat and Tails the party, and she really carAtlanta,
club was held in their club- ried on.
J-U-G-S- ANNOUNCE BALL
house Saturday night, with, The 16 members of C. W. A
family
The J-U-G-S met at the Dr. A.
The six healthy children of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Dukes stand as evidence! Carnation is the healthy
E. Home, Atty. B. F. entertained 115 guests, who
home of Mrs. Horace Chandmilk. with extra Vitamin D for sound teeth and straight, sturdy bodies! Left to right: Glenrose, 15;
Hooks and Dr. G. W. Ish as were all given gifts by Santa
ler, Friday, January 11, to
Olivia, 17; Mr. Dukes holding cute little Cary, 2; Clifford, 10; Mrs. Dukes; Christopher, 8; and Carl, 12.
- hosts. Presiding at the Claus. Also, guests holding
map out plans for their an-1
. meeting were Dr. W. W. Gib-, lucky numbers were given
nual charity ball to be held ,
son president, and Lawrence prizes.
Friday, March 1, 1963 in the
. A. Westley, secretary.
; Cocktails and dinner were
Mezzanine Ballroom of City
INFORMATION, PLEASE
[ served, and a delightful time
.Auditorium.
Proceding the discussion of' In our information please was had at this holiday event
"Every one of my children started on Carnation-and Their family was featured as "Family of the Month"
the ball, the members were.
stayed
on Carnation!" declares their remarkable young in a recent issue of Cart Magazine.
given a financial report of the
*111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
mother,
Mrs. Rufus Dukes. Both Mr. amid Mrs. Dukes
"The main thing in a family this size is to be sure they
1961
to
1962
contributions for
•
•
are still in their 30's and already have a lifetime of achieve- all get plenty of the right nourishment. If the children
A jet of
•
ments behind them.
are healthy, everything else will take care of itself," Mrs.
•
•
Dukes believes. "Carnation is our favorite milk for everyagency
in
leading
auto
of
a
manager
USE
Dukes
is
Rufus
CAN YOU
IF YOU HAVE ANY
•
its
•
Chicago. He served with the United States Air Force after thing-drinking, cereals, coffee, cooking. You should see
•
•
TROUBLE WHATSOEVER
•
MORE
attending college. The Dukes are developing a 280-acre what it does for my meat loaf!" (See recipe below.) Even
farm on which they have built a spacious country home when you add an equal amount of water, Carnation is
IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE
and are completing a luxurious summer-winter resort. richer than sweet, whole milk.•

Gnosis Glint Club's
Annual Dinner
.

Merry
Go-Round

is

▪ BY MARJORIE I. ULEN I
•
• II • 112
I•
•

s
i

men Social Club
Mrs. Elects Officers

To Name "Greek Of The Year" At Delta Mothers Visit Homes
Pan-Hellenic Council Installation During Annual Party Tour

•

Entertains Club
Starts Memorial

Walker Elected
•
'Execu
H d

Thrifty-I2 Club
Honors Friends
Al Social Affair

Final Examinations

• •

^INg.

An Explosion
of
Live Stea

L.

A TOTAL

"Carnation puts the sunshine in their smiles"

:LEARN TO DRIVE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
- WHERE TOO(S (SKI YOU
GET PRMRFNIIM
SERVICE '

TENN. STATE

•
•
I

(all:DRIVING

-

live steam explodes, while the rice is
still in husk, driving
natural vitamins and minerals deep into each white
grain. The result is a totally
new rice ... high in food
value with a fresh new
flavor

BR. 6-4121

•

S Deptot Agriculture Handbook #8, Composition at Foods
I

Try it.

CARNATION'S STAY-MOIST MEAT LOAF
Always juicy-never crumbles

U1111111111MMMMIMMIMMA
Complete fountain
SERVICE Cosmetics
111111,

550

mo,e
yu,, Volt

Jewelry
ttyANCE

Fast
Free
Delivery
Pho JA 68112

PHARMACY

Pt

JA 6 9120

SAVE 80*

*under price el
home delivered
milk

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

minnenn
mum,
11%.!!!!!!!

MIDWEST MILK
STORE
AT YOUR FOOD

CART HOME SAVINGS!

recipe:

2
/
3 cup (small can) undiluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
1 1/2 pounds ground beef
•I/2 cup fine cracker meal
1 egg
/
1
2cup chopped onion
1 teaspoon garlic salt
/
1
2 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon prepared mustard
loaf
Mix ingredients together. Place
pan. Bake in moderate oven (375"F.)
Shout 50 minutes. Let stand on a
rack about 10 minutes before removing
to serving platter. imaii..6'modiiiin servings)

in

Doctor recommended Carnation for Cary, and of
course we kept him on Carnation after formula days,"
Mrs. Dukes, explains Its the milk every doctor knows.

wire

EV4p0RATED

ILK,
"Porn Contented Coto,"

•
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ease chapter of Delta Sigma
IDEA CLUB
January is a rather slow Sorority, Inc., journeyed from
month oil the social scene Jackson and surrounding combut may I remind you to do munities to Humboldt, last
your little civic duty of mak- Saturday as guests of Mesing your contriubtion to the dames Dorothy McKinney,
"March of Dimes." Once just Cottrell Thomas and Louise
for Polio, the Foundation has Cooper in the lovely home of
included all crippling diseases Mrs. McKinney.
It was the regular January
of children.
The first Friday of the meeting and more sorors than
month, the spacious home of usual were in attendance as
President and Mrs. C. A. Kir- the 50th Anniversary celebrakendoll was the setting for tion of Delta Sigma Theta
Nettie Brown, president; Mrs. Myrtle Daniels, Mrs. Ruth the monthly meeting of the was approaching.
NEW CLUB AT YWCA — A club of young adults, "The
Porter. Mrs. Pricilla Burke, Mrs. Gloria Moses, Mrs. Clarice New Idea Club when Mrs. Plans were completed for
Gay Y'ers," was organized recently at the Sarah Brown
Jackson observance and
Mitchell, Mrs. Ida Jackson, Mrs. Marcella Currie. Mrs. Kirkendoll served as the gra- the
branch of the YWCA and the charter members are seen
regrets were mentioned that
hostess.
Willie l'egues, Mrs. Beatrice Porter. Mrs. Alma Morris, and cious
here following a recent meeting. Topics the group have
A delicious menu compli- no sorors from the Jackson
Mrs. Katie McGuire. Not present for photograph were Mrs.
In common are discussed, such as budgeting, recreation,
mented the meeting after the Alumnae chapter would be
Bertha Sullivan Mitchell, Mrs. Dorothy Withers and Mrs. business session.
health, guidance, homemaking and family relations. Seen
able to attend the National
Teeora Smith. (Withers Photo)
'from left are Mrs. Addle G. Owen, branch director; Mrs.
Sorors of the Jackson Alum- observance which took place
in Washington, D.C. on Jan.
12 to 13 at which time a delicious turkey dinner was
served. "Thank you's" were
also given from the four children who entered all white
schools this year for the gifts
they received from the sororiMISS DOROTHY PYI,i.s
ty at Christmas. This is a
national project of Delta
honor those who brave ti',
way as barriers are let down.
Applications are now being
accepted by Delta from high
school senior girls who have
talent and are interested in
participating in the "Miss
Bronze West Tennessee Pagwhere she is majoring in elBy ANNE L. COOKE
eant." You may contact Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Ed- ementary education and minA. L. Cooke, 120 Hale Street, ward Pyles, Sr., of Holyoke. oring in Spanish.
Jackson, Tenn.
Mass., this week announced She expects to be graduated
Sports fans are certainly the engagement and forthcom- in May 1963 with a bachelor
getting thrillers from both ing marriage of their daughter, of acts degree.
Miss Pyles is a member of
Lane and Merry High teams Miss Dorothy Pyles, to Palm•i‘o., e #,
•":‘ 4
as they are well in the basket- er Mosby, son of Mr. and Mrs. the Lanite staff, Student National Education Association,
ball season now. Lane left Robert Mosby of Memphis.
last week on tour to Florida
Miss Pyles, a 1959 graduate Student Christian Association,
after beating Tuskegee, Knox- of Holyoke High school, is a College Bowl, Student Moveville, and Rust. We are wish- senior and an honor student ment Association, the Lane
ing them loads of luck.
at Lane college in Jackson, college choir and president of
the Beta Chi chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
She also does private tutoring
in private homes.
NAMED TO 'WHO'S WHO'
PRACTICAL, CAREFREE AS A DRAPE CAN
Recently Miss Pyles was
named to "Who's Who Among
BE. IS COMPLETELY WASHABLE, KEEPS
Students in American Colleges
ITS SMART GOOD LOOKS. TAKE YOUR PICK
and Universities," and is presMODERN
FLORAL
AND
COLOR,
SOLID
FROM
ently reigning as "Miss Personality" of Lane. She, is the
PRINTS. TOP COLORS.
"sweetheart" of Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity.
Mr. Mosby, a 1962 graduate
of Lane college, where he beAlpha Phi Alpha
By MRS. CARLOTTA
kind thought for everyone. longed to
DURING A CANDLELIGHT CEREMONY at
Durla Jones, Sr.. 1114 S. Wellington St., the
WATSON, Counselor
You may not kiss the hand fraternity, is teaching in the
Mt. Olive CME Cathedral, 538 Linden Asa..
bridegroom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James
system.
B. T. Washington -•
that smote you, but grasp Memphis city school
Miss Martha Vanoris Jones became the bride
Payne, 1431 McMillan St. The bride is a
High School
it in cordial good feeling, and
of Rochester Payne on Christmas Day at 4
sophomore at LeMoyne college. The brideMUSING — Whatever the let the electricity of your own en a giant tulip bulb. Unp.m. Officiating were Rev. T. C. Lightfoot
groom is stationed with the U. S. Air Force in
past
year may have meant to resolves find its connecting fortunately. I allowed one
and Rev. Kelsey Jones of Omaha, Neb..
Florida. A reception followed the double-ring
you, make it dead history. But current . . . which very often year to pass without planting
brother of the bride. The new Mrs. Rochester
ceremony at the church.
discovered,
let the new year be a living exists where we think it not. the bulb. Then I
DOWNTOWN - MAIN AT GAYOSO
although
l'ayne is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
issue. With
a big, fresh Make the new year a happy when I did plant it,
sponge, dripping with the one in your home; be bright it sprouted and grew in a
clear water of forgiveness, of disposition; carry your healthy fashion it did not
wipe clean the slate of your cares easy; let your heart be produce a bloom.
As youth enters this New
heart. Enter the year with a as sunshine and your life will
give warmth to all around Year, you may think that if
you. And thus will you and you were free to use your
Testing Service, Princeton,
yours be happy. . . . Ladies' time as you desired, you
New Jersey, not later than
Home Journal.
would be quite happy—and if
Jan. 18, Dr. Floyd L. Bass,
Dear Folks: I hope you you could have plenty of leisdean of the college, advised.
had a Merry Xmas and I ure, you would be perfectly
Teachers and prospective
Applications for the examigreet you this New Year with happy. But take it from one
teachers planning to take the nations and Bulletins of Inthis thought. Some years ago, of experience. This idea is a
''' I National Teacher Examine- formation
describing
regisI remember having been giv- delusion!
W
tions at LeMoyne College on tration procedures and con•
Feb. 16 must submit their taining
representative
test
applications for questions may be obtained.
•completed
11
463
391617,39004•
these tests to Educational from Dean Bass. '
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New "Punch Card" Bills
Mean Greater Efficiency for LG&
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WAC Member AAC Policy Holder

STAR SECRETS

OW 20

•Ai

••

GULF
Service Station

•

... STua WIT
PAYMENT

Your LUCKY NUMBERS and many SECRETS revealed
to you by STARS. As the moon controls the mighty
ocean's tides, YOU are controlled by the HEAVENLY
BODIES that shine above. Since the beginning of time,
WISE men and PROPHETS have consulted the STARS
for help. Now through astrology, this knowledge can be
yours! For your horoscope containing your lucky numbers,
send $1.00 to McGuirt's ASTROLOGY, Box 902, Berkeley 1,
California.

•

JA 6-9988

1252 Breedlove St.

SUPREME RADIO SERVICE

- -"

Speedy Television Repair i A
A GUARANTEE THAT SATISFIES

Pick Up & Delivery

HEATER REPAIRED

A"Rt

s s

PROMPT SERVICE

WE REPAIR!

849 Lane Ave.

JA 5-0049

ALL TYPES OF HEATERS.
WHEN YOU THINK OF TRAVEL CALL
A4

Beginning this week you will receive a new type of bill for

a.
p.

411,

WE SPECIALIZE IN

electricity, gas and water.

a

•

Division.
The new bill, in addition to showing the last date for paying

•

the net amount, will show the last date for paying at neighborhood

•

collection stations such as drug stores, hardware stores and other
points. After this date, the customer must pay the bill in person or
by mail to the Main office at 179 Madison or at any Division rural
agent office. This change will itnprove service and should reduce
the possibility of the Division disconnecting customers who have
paid their bill on the last possible date before service is disconnected.
The new bills are light blue on the billing side and include a
complete explanation of symbols used to identify charges. Please
do not fold, staple or alter the bill in any way in order that it may
go through the processing machine smoothly.

—J

CONTROL
AUTOMATIC

The new bills will be processed by machines and thus will be
another step in cutting costs through improved efficiency by the

.11111.111b.
MEMPHIS
LIGHT, GAS
AND
WATER
DIVISION

DAY AND NITE
SERVICE

•

WH 8-64119

•
•
•
•
•

YOU CAN NOW GET YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT

MEDICAL ASSOC. PHARMACY

•

1324 Mississippi

•
•
•

EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT. COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

946-0411
AND If NO ANSWER
JAI 7-3311

TRAVEL

GLOBAL

AGENCY,INC.
9 A.M.-6 P.M.-Monday thru Friday
9 A.M.-2 P M.-Sat.
656 VANCE AVE. PHONE -527-5633 MEMPHIS, TENN.
ipmammemswismasommompsit
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
a

•i CAR WASH $

•
•
•
a
a

.it. or Sun. $1.25
Sat. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Sun. open IM. to 2 P.M.
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Mtohnrdua y
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Here's A Page 01 Weekend Comics For The Whole Family •
By Walt Disney

DONALD DUCK
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THE CISCO KID -:-
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Jose Salinas & Rod Reed
IT HAS ALL TOWED OUT WELL,
THANKS To KU OLD SERVANT!
LETS HAVE A FIESTA!
Lsrs WALE!

THE FLOP FAMILY
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By Paul Robinson
A THREEALARM
BLAZE —

,..„1

THE GUYS ARE CHECKING OVER THE DANCE
MONEY.' HE'S THE
CASHIER'

--I GUESS THOSE
WERE FOR E.TrA!-/ MEAN WHEN
SHE WAS
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Secret Agent X9

•
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By Bob Lewis
A LITTLE SEA WATER WILL CL
'IOU OFF- OUT NOW I suPpoSE THE
WHOLE PEACHFRONr WILL- OE
DOWN ON MY IWO<!

THE PHONE WAS
RiNGING,THE DOORBELL Buz-ZING,
AND A CAR
HONKING—ALL
AT THE SAME
TIME!!

IT MUSTHAVE. SEEN
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WHEW !--Horie

A

I II

csizzat e14 it,raerot
1110 ID FIND NYJ ieRa!

DO YOU ALWAYS
SEND HER A

coya mow 1 No You.1)44* you
Cato PLAY ALoNo WITH LTA AND
KAPRAT wrrpor The F81 OEMS
IN OH THE atmE,Too

CORSAGE
WI-IEN SHE'
HAS A COLO
1
.

by Bud Sagendorf

POPEYE
He MO6T HAve
BEEN TRAvELiNa
THOUSANDS07
MILES AN
140uR WHEN
t-IE HIT!

I BET TATS THE FAs-rEsT
ANY OBJECT EVER CAME VOwN:

NE DOESN'T
ANSWER
ME!

rr PLUNGED INTO
THE GROuND LIKE A
HOT POKER INTO
BUTTER!

THE ROCKET WAS
GOING SEVERAL THOUSAND
MILES AN HOUR WHEN

IT Hrri

GLAMOR GIRLS

•

POPEYE'S POSITION
MEANS

IN TI-IS ROCKET
THAT HE HIT

HEADFIRST!

"He's got the fastest gun and the slowest wallet in
the West"

•

GLAMOR GIRLS

ego.Paten* Smiles* lee, nil. World est. norrul.
But, Harvey, my dues to the Spinsters' Club are
paid up for a year!"

6

•
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all the way, evident by the
Warriors getting four players
in double figures, headed by
Leroy Weakley's 19 and Walt
Cummings' throwing in 18.
Lester's scoring ace, Richard
Jones, was held to 12 with
Charles Wright's 15 tops among
the Lions' scorers.
Lester narrowly escaped disaster earlier M the week, when
NAIA SCORING LEADERS 'chalked up 27 points each.
t4ey too, had to rally to pull
According to statistics an- Dumas was especially effec- out a 35-25 halftime advantage,
only to fold in the fourth quarnounced at the Kansas City tive in the first half.
headquarters of the National Bell, former Memphian and ter. Lester led 57-56 with 20
Associa.tion of Intercollegiate coach at Booker T. Washington seconds left. Douglass fouled,
Athletics, LeMoyne college is here, got a little hot under the trying for a steal and Wright
leading the nation's small col- collar about the officiating. In made two free tosses with the
lege basketball teams in scor- one heated discussion with Ul- game over.
lysees Hunt, Bell grabbed the Douglass did a complete turn
ing.
The Mad Magicians have arm of Hunt and made dim about in its next game at Melrose, looking like anything but
averaged 92.6 points per game. hear him out.
Close behind the local Purple This columnist talked with he team that had dropped a
Wave quintet is Philadelphia the veteran SIAC coach after three point ,decision to Lester
Textile, which is unbeaten, and the game and Bell revealed that n their last game. Never-thehis biggest complaint about of- less, the Golden Wildcats showAK.. has a 91.5 average.
IF
The amazing Willie Shaw, ficials is "They doh under- ed no mercy over the perplexed
Lane college shooting phenom, stand the point of reference." Douglass emotions, as they
gave Tennessee teams their I gathered he meant the actual started slow, but got better
best showing in NAIA statis- intent or interpretation of the with each quarter in racking
ics in quite a few years. Shaw rules. He recalled the days up a 72-41 lopsided win.
James Sandridge made up
is a graduate of Merry High in when the coaches would call
for a poor scoring performance
Jackson just a basketball throw each other's games.
Bell's discontent wasn't just the last time out against Dougacross the street from Lane.
out of 15
Shaw has been scoring ten over bad officiating. His Knox- ass by scoring 13
more points per game than last ville squad is not one of his free-throws and a total of 31
year, when he was the small better teams. This is the first points.
It was a busy week for Melcollege scoring champ with a season that a LeMoyne team
Washing32.8 average. Again, the 6 foot has downed Knoxville twice in rose who turned back
junior leads the point producers one season. As a matter of fact, ton, 74-69, at the Warriors'
midweek ran afoul
with a 42.2 per game mark. In the East Tennessee five, was gym, then
one game early in the season winless in five games after be- of the deady venom of the
Carver
against Talledega, Shaw sent ing routed by LeMoyne. The Carver Cobras, 74-70.
53 points sizzling through the night before coming to Mem- gel a 32 point night from Willie
to hustle
nets. Shaw does all right at the phis, Shaw and Lane had put Gilliand as they had
charity line where he has made the ringers on their ex-coach to protect a 14-point halftime
96 per cent of 47 chances and . in a close game Shaw got 39 edge.
Father Bertrand had an into make Bell wish he had
45 points.
dividual school record set with
Against LeMoyne at Bruce hauled him off to Knoxville
Hall, Shaw poured in 34 tallies when he was offered the Jack- Bedell Smith and Bobby Todd,
hitting
29 points each to help
_
"out his teammates were unable son native in 1960.
root Manassas. 76-62. Wesley
to give him enough support to ROCKY PREP WEEK
Action in the Prep League Mitchell's 23 kept the Tigers
overcome the Magicians.
Freshman Bob Johnson of cage race was unpredictable last within range.
In non-league action, Carver
Fetchburg, Mass., is close on week with three upsets and one
near-miss. The startling results split two games with WoodShaw's heels with 36.9.
left the league standings in a stock: Carver winning 66-54 at
KNOXVILLE.
Wooristoek. Woodstock returntraffic jam.
LeMOYNE VICTIM
The Lester lions, the ton ed the hostility with a 50-46
Owens and LeMoyne took
connt on the Carver hardwood.
the measure or Arkansas Bap- team throughout December, fi- Bertrand trounced Halls, 77tist College of Little Rock and nally got their lumns in an un- 49. Ripley, their nei ehbors
Knoxville last week to give the believable comeback effort by from down the highway, were
locals a clean sweep of the in- the defending league chamos, prelatic maltreated in the Bluff
vaders. Owens' fastbreaking the Washington Warriors, 63- City when Washington became
Hornets gained a 88-72 victory 54. at L.-,.ter.
the first tram to go over the
over the stubborn Arkansas The Warriors were down as century this season in posting
five. LeMoyne sailed to an easy much as 17-0 in the first quar- a 104-35 triumph. Once again
win over the usually tough ter before pulling within fove it was balanced
Washington
Julian Bell tutored Knoxville at the half, 33-27.
scoring with six players of 12
crew, 89-72. The Magicians got Down the stretch, the Warscoring in double figures.
identical scoring performances riors outdistanced the Lions.
from sharpshooters Dick Dumas 36-21. According to Coach Bill
and Monroe Currin. Both Fowkles, it was a team effort

Magicians To Play Five
More Home Games
Before Season Closes

• SPORTS
• HORIZON

LeMoyne's Magicians will Alabama State, Lane, Knoxplay five more home games ville (twice) and Fisk. The
before closing out their sched- Magic Boys loot to Alabama
A&M, 91-85, in Alabama. And
uled basketball season the to Tuskegee
here, 84-13.
middle...of next month.
They're still smarting from
:Memphis cage fans will see that defeat at the hands of
them again Feb. I against Tuskegee and will be looking
Alabama A&M, Feb. 2 against for revenge when they tackle
Stillman, Feb. 5 against Miles, the Tigers again later
this
Feb. II against Fisk and Feb. month at Tuskegee.
19 against Philander Smith. The Magicians looked good
The Magicians must play last': week in their 89-72 win
six more road games. They'll
over Knoxville. Fact is, some
be at Stillman, Jan. 17, and fans are beginning to say this
at Miles, Jan. 18. Alabama is Jerry Johnson's top team
State will be LeMoyne's host, in his five years at LeMoyne.
Jan. 25. and Tuskegee, Jan. With his five dependables—
26. The locals invade Lane, James Gordon, Willie HerenJan. 29, and Philander Smith, ton, Jerome Wright, Monroe
Feb. 9,
Currin and Richard Dumas—
If LeMoyne finishes the in there most of the way,
conference ./ice among the Johnson's LeMoynites soon
top 10, the Magicians will solved KC's keep-the-ballparticipate in the SIAC tour- moving tactics and went on
nament at Tuskegee.
to take a commanding lead.
Going into Mbliday night's Currin, the floor general,
was
game with Dillard University high for LeMoyne with
26,
of the Gulf Coast Coraference, but pressing 'Art
.
ni was his
LeMoyne boasted an SIAC flashy teammate,.flumas, who
recotd of five wins and two got 25. John Baggett of Knoxdefeats.
ville :Is° depodted 26 points.
The victories were over Gordon of LeMoyne accounted for 16,. aild Wright, 11.
AMONG FIRST YOUNGSTERS of the Negro race to play
St.; Charles is a sixth grader at Douglass school. He is
Five other Magicians were
golf at Audubon Park sfter it was desegregated Jan. I, are,
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rogers, Sr., 1701 Brookin given time to show their
left-right, Larry Gilliam, 13, Charles Rogers, .1r., II, and
St.s and Mark, a seventh grader at Douglass school, is the skill on the floor: Robert
Mark Anthony Gray, 12. Larry, a sixth grader at St. Anthony
son of Mrs. Theodosia Caller, 3043 Mt. Olive St. (Staff Hambric, Verties Sails, Cleophus Owens,'Jimmy Charlton
Catholic School, is the son of Mrs. Hunter, 3168 Chelsea
Photo by Ernest Withers)
and Reginald Sykes.
David Gaines, senior guard
1.(44eri Detroit who has starred
three years for LeMoyne, will
be bad in action when the
Magicians show here again.
On the weekend, LeMoyne
was leading the nation's small
college basketball teams in
scoring, according to statistics released by the National
The Owen College Hornets Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics (NAIA).
will play Okolona Jr. college
Monroe Currin, LeMoyne's
on Thursday. Jan. 17, at the sophomore guard and floor
Booker T. Washington High general from Halls, Tenn., was
School Gymnasium at 8:00 ranked sixth by NCAA among
p.m. The Hornets will go into the nation's small college inthis game with a 3-3 season dividual scorers.
LeMoyne also stands second
record.
Last week, the fast improv- in the 16-team Southern Ining team took a win over tercollegiate Athletic ConferArkansas Baptist College 88 ence.
to 74 on Wednesday at home,
The Walker Homes Civic
and lost to Coahoma Jr. ColA MEMPHIS MAN, Staff Sergeant Odell
at 1025 N. Seventh St., Apt. 3' in MemnItia. lege 102 to 69 on Saturday
club has made nlans to span- Maya
Heft), is receiving a desk pen set from
Is an air policeman. At right is Airman, Third nite in Clarksdale, Miss.
sor a "Sweethearts" dance Lt. Col. Roland I.. Hudson, Osan Air Base
Class Ladilen P. Smith of Marion, Ind.. who
Cori& Robert Grider has
at the New Club Mona Lisa, deputy commander, for being named "Nononly twp sophomores on his
was named "Airman Of the Monlb." 101
574 Peebles Rd., Friday night, commissioned Officer of the Month." Sgt.
small seined of scrappy playeta! U.S. Air Force Photo)
Feb. 8.
ers.
Mays, whose wife and three children reside
Freddie Rhodes, sophomore
guard from Mt. Pisgah High
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
School, and James Williams,
freshman center. from Hall
OK LIABILITY INSURANCE — EVERYBODY
High School of Alcoa, Tenn.,
CAREFUL DRIVERS — LOWER RATES
lead their teammates in scoring.
ITTA RENA, Miss. — The'the 500 Race. The MVC band - 101-strong Mississippi Voca- will be among the five and Florida and Missouri, the MVC
tional college marching band will also give a concert in Band, under the direction of
COLUMBIAN TOWER
JA 6-8977
been invited to parlicipa,te downtown Indianapolis.
Russell Boone and his assistOK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK has
JEROME WRIGHT
in the famed "500" Festival Each band participating in ant Tyrone Tyler, in three
Parade in Indianapolis, on the parade receives an engrav- years has blossomed into one ,LeMOYNE'S ('ENTER — At
May 23, according to President ed plaque. Al G. Wright, Di- of the nation's most respected the jumping post for LeMoyne's
J. H. White.
rector of Bands at Purdue and acclaimed units.
Magicians this season Is a 6-5
The Festival Parade serves university, is chairman of the The MVC Band has appear- freshman from Louisville, Kr.,
, as the prelude to the 500 festival band committee.
ed in parades in Jackson, Jerome Wright. He made the
Speedway Race with band
Cosmopolitan in its makeup Greenwood, Indianola, Vicks- All-District team during his
participation limited to 33 of with members from all sec- burg and Columbus, Mississipsenior year at Central High in
the top collegiate and prep tions of Mississippi and such pi, Helena, Arkansas, and at
bands. Five of the 33 bands are states as 'Georgia, Tennessee, the recent 24th Annual Blues Louisville. Wright has been a
dependable cog and played an
asked to remain to play ciurin; Arkasas, Louisiana, Texas, Bowl in Memphis.
outstanding role for the Magidans in their decisive victory
over Knoxville last week.

Hornets Play
Okolona Here
On Jan. 17

Civic Club Dance

TUCKER'S RADIO & TELEVISION REPAIR

•

GUARANTEED WORK ON ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
PICK UP AND DELIVERY

296 Vance

JA 6-7200

is

OK Automobile Insurance

A Quick Phon• Call • Your Ord.., Will
Reedy In 15 Woo"

GIRLS"

MVC's Marching Band Gets
Invitation To '500' Festival

GIRLS!!
,

GIRLS!!

HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT THE

•

MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST
A.\
,
<<,\

Sponsored by
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER

.
YOU MAY WIN PRIZES GALORE:

12 Sportsmen Club

Elect 1963 Officers
4/0/,,,,
.

HAVE FUN WHILE YOU RUN IN THE MID -SOUTH'S
MOST EXCITING BEAUTY AND POPULARITY CONTEST

HERE ARE THE RULES READ THEM

HUNKY DORY
7 to 8:30 A.M:
11 to 12:30 A.M.

CANE COLE
12:30 to 1:30 P.M.
3 P.M. to Sign Off

,

RULES OF CONTEST
If you ar• that young lady, r••
v•al yourself by entering the "Miss
Mid-South" Contest which is being
sponsor•d
by
th• Tri-State
Dsfsodst.
H•r• an the qualifications for
entering th• contest.
sin g l• yeun g woman
betwe•n th• ae•s Of 16 to 22
years of age, who has never been
marri•d.
(2) Must be of good reputation.
(3) Must b• a mernb•r of some
civic, social or rsiligious organi•
ration.
(4) Must hare writt•n consent of
par•nts or guardian.
(5) Must ‘hav• attained at least
two years in high school,
Rules of th• popularity con'
t•st include:
must register
Contestants
with the Tot-State D•ferld•r not
later than January 19th, 1963.
Thu starting dote for Contestants
to r•gist•r is at 10 a.m., Sets,
day, Dec. 15, at th• TH-Stat•
Wender office, 236 S. 'V•Iling.
ton Ave.
.1. Each canteen'st must sass the
official entry qualifications.
2. Must obtain entry qualification
quota cif 200 official votes by
February 2, 1963 to continue in
contest.

SEND THIS FOR APPLICATION TO THE
3. Official starting date is Decen,
. MISS MID -SOUTH CONTEST
ber 15, 1963 at 10:00 S.M.
—
Memphis, Tennessee
236 S. Wellington
4. Ballots svill be counted each
...I
Saturday at 5:00 P.M., during the —
entire time of contest. Ballots con
b• brought or mailed to the TriPlease Send Me An Application and Other
St.,. Diefender'• office, of the
Information For The
above address. Ench week votes
MISS MID -SOUTH CONTEST
wi II be counted, and ran in th• next
i ssu• of the Tri•Stat• Defender.
S. Each contestant must submit a
NAME
recent photogrnoh of herself preforcibly {brach & white, glossy,
5.7/, bust.
J. Official bnl lots (votes) will op.
ADDRESS
poor in the TrI-Stat• Wender only.
7. For ench new subscription of
the Tri-State Defender sold by a
contestant, bonus votes will be
CITY
awarded. For a 1 year's subscrip•
lion (S6.00) 100 votes will b•
awarded; 6 months subscription
(53.00) 50 votes will be awarded
PHONE
and for n 3 months subscription
(51.75) 25 votes will be awarded.
B. Each contestant is eligible to
be sponsored by a business firm,
AGE
ritligieus, social or civic organisation.
9. Ca...,.1 ends April 1 3, 1963 at
5:00 P.M.
nr„,nred 40,ii. SCHOOL OR COLLEGE
10. Winner will be"
20, 1963, in the Tri•Statie D•fend•r.
11. Coronntion Ball will be held
May 4, 1963.
12. Decieion of judges final.
13. Entryl foe 51.00.

0
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 to 0:30 A.M.
2 to 3 P.M.

WILD BILL
4 to 7 A.M.

When the 12 Sportsmen club
held election of its 1963 officers, Henry J. Franklin was
elected president. The meeting was held at the home•of
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard E. Mitchell of Wilson St.
Other officers elected were:
Paul Hines, vice president,
Leonard E. Mitchell, financial
secretary; Melvin Massey, recording secretary; Paul Norman, treasurer; 0. D. Hassell,
business manager; John A.
Bratcher, assistant business
manager; E. F. Friends, sergeant-at-arms; Clarence P.
Hayes, chaplain; Daniel Seimcer, chairman of sick committee; William Pigues, club
reporter; and Johnnie Sanford, assistant club reporter.
Refreshments were served
by the host following the
meeting.

TERMITES-ROURS
WATER BUGS
RATS
CALL US BEFORE YOU
EmeAftRAsEn

INLOK
BRO. BOB
Q:30 to 11
1:30 to 2 P.M.

1 480

At:E..-

Pest Exterminating Os... *
o. Z. Ev•rs
FA 74033
'MEN AT LAST IT'S HERE
Thoues ode of mon today feel .
Yo.nt .nd Peppy np to 73. That
tired. weak. rundown
rhaJ
only be from the need fooling
too
plement. Try NAT1'13E11 a MVP
NM •
lemear.
.
RUMOTEX. A PHUT.
CIAN'S FORMULJr.,;
Messy heck If not
setiettee atter
bottle:. Only 93.01) fnr a 2 ssrek
'',Iss. linty 0.00 for a 2 week
•,inoty.
rh.e or MeneT
order.

THE RUMOTEX CO.
239 tut 115.5 Cm. P o Fag 21,4
14•11, /ark SI.N.Ti

Page
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urn. For Sale

Situation Wanted

TO7Sale Misc.

re's,*

el tit fla
W•inut
finished.

I r. PARTY WOULD LIKE 1-0
5 ACRE§ FOR SALE
Beautiful
Spinet
purchase • hems her Is foie sena3108 N. Germantown Road north of
type Plano.
Deo.
all JArkaue 6-8357.
$54 No. 111/L11.1.
Highway 64 nr
ha
Ellendel• van
E-X.LIE.
BEAUTICIANS *sown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George
Napt
e..
r
2 VECES EROMLER LI V ING ROOM
job as
Gibbs, Jr.
Sung.
Excellent condition. 849.00. shop or as
rnstiem. .1.4
'
8.2164
1
w
.h"
Call BR 24276.
M MERCURY
ONLY 565
In good condition. Radio, beater, good
LEAVING CITY. SACRIFICE HOUSE
Ono new battery. /AU 5-I116.
hold items 6 Pun-inure at Bargain
Prices for quick sale. Too many Items
1959 rionneville for sale
. P.S.
to Ilst. Mont like new. At Fraction
WM. wall Ora. caul and In excellent
RAGSDALE EMPLOY M ENT
of original cost
BR 8-3072.
Lie. Beauty Oprontor to Wolk In condition. Call Mr. Elbert Howse —
948.5835, 2119 Sparks.
Whit. Beauty BMW
Maid Comb
USED CAR FOR SALE
545 wk.
Short Order Cobh
*XV up Extra nice one owner 53 Oldsmobile.
WANT TO BUY ANY TYPE
Correct miles. 30.000 Radio. he•ter.
Maids - Cot*
CLOCKS REGARDLESS OF CON
JA 5-45811
all new Urea. Cab 274-5849. Mrs.
Lucille Phillips.
DIT ION.
WOMAN 1.104111101 JOU AS MAID OR
Also. Any Make Clock Repaired
baby sitter five days a week. t
UL. 8-4581
Will Pick UP And Deliver

Help Wanted

.1. A. Hickey

PH

WOULD LIKE WORK Ad
.roner or keep children
W ti M-2181.

EX 7-6742

wi

Cold MuN

Check Our Ads Daily

Homsworkers Wanted:

PIANO FOR SALE
Extra nice baby grand piano excellent
condition. Call Mrs. Lucille Phillips. We pill send ,you the complete n•tries
and 11OOSO•ONI of 50 U.S. firms tnat

Apts. For Rent
II

MAKES DEBUT:—Miss Carolyn King of Los Angeles, Calif.,
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman D. King, former
Memphians, was presented by the October Club of that city
as a debutante recently. Miss King is a senior in high school
and will graduate this term, after which she will enter
Pepperdine College in Los Angeles. The debutante is an
accomplished pianist, and her voice has also been acclaimed
as exceptional. Mr. and Mrs. King were both teachers in
the Memphis City Schools for a number of years. Miss King
Is the neice of Mrs. Grace King Tardy of this city.

tary. Sta ling, left to right are Martha CarHines, Catherine Baker, Lois
ter. Ber
Stansberry. Loistine Taylor and Georgia
Stewart. Not seen on the picture Is Mrs.
Ernestine Scott, treasurer. 1Withers Photo)

TRECE BRIDGE CLUB — Members are seen
at their holiday dance given at Currie's Club
Tropicana. Seated left to right are Mesdames
Betty White: Frances Davis. president: Sarah Murrell, vice president; Rosa Purr, seere-

Students! Here's An Opportunity For Summer Grant
GREENSBORO, N. C. — A
summer training program to
give secondary students special training in science and
mathematics is set for Bennett

YURNISHICS) ROOM WITH HA 1-F1min-water 6 lights furnished Phone
Sit 54124,

college, June 17 to July 26, it J. Henry Sayles, chairman of
the college's science division. vide depth instruction in math- period. This is a change from
was announced this week,
ematics, biology, chemistry and previous programs to which
This is the fifth successive will threct it.
program sponsored by the Na- The Bennett grant, which physics for 85 talented 11th rising juniors have also been
tional Science Foundation. Dr. amounts to $24,785, will pro- and 12th graders for a six-week admitted.

The Famous
Beale St. Shopping Center
COLETTA'S
TAILORS
TUXEDOS
RENTALS
FOR ALL
OCCASIONS

525-9395
129 Beale

WAYNE'S

ELMOR'S I

SHOESTOREBZT
SALE
BOY'S SHOES ses
MEN'S SHOES

SALE STORE
146 BEALE ST.
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL

F

SA

)

HON

P„ S17 '7S NC% 5688 0788

CLEANERS
& NATTERS

"THE BEST IN

PHOTOGRAPHY"
by

151 Beale St.

319 BEALE STREET

RUBBERS

MEN'S SHOP

$189
INVENTOPY SALE —
BIG SAVINGS!

& UP
4 BUCKCI
BOOTS
Men's Heavy
Rubber SHOES
Men's Insulated
Rubbzir B DOTS.

$2"
'4"
$498
R.

PHONE JA 7-6757
159 61 BEALE ST.
MEMPHIS 3. TENN.

W• Hay,. B••n In Business 1 5
Tears, B•coue• W• Ar• Sp•ciol-

lets In Our Field.
Visit M

ATHAN'S

N

H BARBER SHOP

CAPITOL LOANS
138 BEALE STREET

omplete Set of Registered

With Good Big Bag

SPECIAL

FFICE

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

,88"

Use Our Lay -A Way Plan

MERICAN
LOAN CO.
108 Beale
or

Salesmen

and

UNFURNISHED ROOMS MR RENT
2 Ige. un(orate/led rooms for rent.
WH 2.3937 call after 5 p.m.

TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

saleswomen

Business Services

We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI STATE TrEFENDEH
236 South Wellington Street

PI AN
NO,
VOICE
AND
CHARM
chinas. Private or groups. Special
rate to school children. Z. Lois King.
1616 South Parkway Ealit. P50.275-1/435
IF YOU HAVE RUGS OR CARPETS
that you would like Inetalied *011
to wall or cleaned. Call Bob Miller
for a free estimate. GL 8-0702.

BUSINESS CARDS
clusiness Cards - Letter Heads • Zn.
velopes
Wedding Anne. Reasonable
prices - 21 hour service. All kinds
of printing & Put:Melting. Office, School
& Church supplies
Stanback Printing & Publishing Co.
2477 Deadrick Ave
FA 7-9127
or
924-5449

Memphis, Tann.
YES
THIS
SPACE IS
FOR
AN

CLASSIFIED

MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE

L'HCLr C A

•

SALKY-BROTHERS

SAYS.

MONEY
TO LOAN !
ON ANYTHING OF VALUE
bk

Bargains in Unredeemed

Pledges

Metal

Foot Lockers

Skntouns - Cameros - Mom
,
Ss

$5

UNCLE SAM'S

87th ANNIVERSARY

La

Up

RADIOS LUGGAGE
LADIES JEWELRY

- CI

,Hms -

SP5C3AL
5395 u p
Suitcases

CA 2

MAKE BIG MONEY
SELLING....
THE TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
— I--

Defender %eekly. Call its or come in
todaN. We deliver to our door.
—•—

SO....HURRY
NEWSBOYS, MEN OR

WOMEN

who are interested in

making money. Call Jackson 6-8397
or Jackson 6-8398
Call or conic'to:
236 South Wellinliton Street

CREPE SLIPS

69c

122 BEALE ST

PAWN SHOP

122 BEALE

JA 7-9646
I )1,1,'

PLASTIC COAT

$495
PRINTING CO.
`Tell Q4
*cit'il'6(1

j0
3
O
lk

Xiartn
Clocks
Ito
Anti

$949
IND

s198,

Kw,

Jackets

JA 6-7441 - 511 6.5690

Flowers for All Occasions
Cut Flowers Daily
Funeral Designs
A Specialty
Mrs. V

i‘ ith 1(1.1,
Fountain
Syringes
Vacuum
Potties

REGULAR

98c

BAPTIST BOOKSTORE
1963 Standard Sunday School

„-S195

1963

• $2.95
Commentary
NIGLEYS Sunday School
Commentary

•R(//

snoLs' -'s 98c

Memphis, Tenn.
358 Beale St.

Prop

$1'5

I iv,, 1014

Paint

Broydar,

ADS
HAVE

Hu
nored
morn

$2.95

R•v. C. M. LEE, Owner

PULLING
POWER

?ZEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOM
JHC)It4 TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I. 19 Dormitory

Rooms: — Clean, Comfortable. Modern Fuiniiunt,
Private Bath — Olean Wash Rooms — Showers ...
Weekly Rates: $5 — $10
2. Modern Swimming Pool — Year Round Swimming: 75,30 ff. —
Diving — Swimming — Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting —
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
3. Rsigulatior Gym Equipped with Siege: Spectators Section with
1200 sealing c•pacity — For Leagues, Tournaments, Compet•live
Matches, Classes — Boxing — Community Programs
4. 7.Larg• Club Rooms: Club Meeting. — Classes — Forums —
Conferences — Teas — Socials

JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:

ANNUAL RATES

TRY
ONE
TODAY

Serv. Station
382 BEALE STREET
Rd. Service — JA 5-9672

RAGLAND
& SCOTT
880 E. McLEMORE

"The Best In
"The Best In
Service And
Service And
Quality"
Quality"
ALL DAY
ALL DAY
ROAD SERVICE
PARKING

250

ALL WEEK
PARKItIG
WEAVER'S FAST CAR
WASHING — EXPERT
LUBRICATION
Mechanic On outy Nally

HEAVY-DUTY
MECHANIC SERVICE
FAST
CAR WASHING
EXPERT LUBRICATINN
WEAVER'S

DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORE
205 Beale St.

WHERE PRICES ARE RIGHT

AFTER CHRISTMAS
SALE
LADIES' SHOES

LADIES'
NYLON HOSIERY

$117 4

MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE
SHOTGUNS —
TOOLS
LUGGAGE — GUITARS
CLOTHING —JEWELRY

M

ORRIS LOAN OFFICE
152 BEALE ST

Res. Phone .1A

IT I

KOEN'S
CLEANERS

,PE

ING

1

araggRalidiras
CLEANINr,• PRESSING•
ALTERATIONS - EXPERT
SHOE REPAIRING
SAME on)
, SERVIC1
363 BOO'S Si., 344mophls, Tenn.

4

A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis-1
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL ia
hack after a long time of being away,
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health: Are you

discourage4

If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will rend life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
Is 2 blocks below where she used to slay right aside
the DeSolo Motel. He sure to look for the It ED 11111(1K

110115E and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked WhIteliaven State line
and get off at Slate Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM HELL'S HAND SIGN.

'
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YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT

HARRY'S

Re,

of th
voun,

ON

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)

RAGLAND'S

PY
Tree

1929

ABE SCHARFF BRANCH

BAPTIST STANDARD HYMNAL
Pock., Size Point. for Empho•la

345 BEALE STREET
Phew JA 7-4732'

Bapti

sky')

4101111MMIllellank

YMCA

.141-41°:)1

Socor

INIEMEINSIM111111111illr

254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523
„

LEA1
ing ft
his w
i,nd

ADVERTISER

ME1111111181111111111111111111111=11111111111116.

182 So. Main St.

176 & 178 SEALS STREET

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

You can earn cash selling the Tri-State

GOLF CLUBS

AT YOUR INCONVENIENCE,
MEET ME AT

LOAN

UNFURNISHEn ROOMS

URGENTLY Pi EP...111 HOMEWOR Elitei
for only 254
postpaid! Rush your
name, address. and 25c today to
FAIIMF:it 21018 Filth Ave. New Yoik
N
Y
10.

2 Ige. unfurn. rine. for rent wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis maiket.
W11 2-3937. call after 5 p.m.

STAN LEONARD

(
NEED—MONEY?

BARGAINS IN UNRENEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

"ALTERATIONS
WHILE YOU WAIT"

ERNEST WITHERS

SlinOver

ppEis

UP

M&H

STUDIO-1

Men's

shop at

NEWLY
REMODELED
3 • BEDROOM - L R. KITCHEN Bath - 1158 Gausco - PHONE:
WH 2-5537
NEWLY DECORATED TWO ROOM
APARTMENT (OR RENT AT 665
S. WELLINGTON, UPSTAIRS, 825.00.
Water furnietted. Call BR 2.2115.
3-ROOM APT. BRICK DUPLEX VERY
NICE. 840.00. CALL. WH 6-6645 or
JA 6-2880. Mr. E. L. Young.

VI

CALL
JACKSON
6-8391

